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EDITORIAL

Paul Sainsbury reviews the content of this issue

A vicious circle kept under the radar

NEWS IN BRIEF

Researching what to include, who to reach out to and then reading the
contributions for this issue on Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs) has been a bit of
an eye-opener for me. Without doubt, the hardest thing for me to comprehend is
that if over 1.5 billion people suffer from them, why are they still ‘neglected’?

Bacteria living in the
murky depths of the
digestive system seem
to influence whether
tumours shrink
during cancer therapy,
say French and
US researchers.
www.bbc.co.uk/news/
health -41848461

If it is because they attract little public attention and research money since they
largely only affect poor populations living in tropical and subtropical climates, then
perhaps we should relabel them ‘diseases suffered by neglected communities’.
The resulting disabilities from NTDs, such as blindness, immobility, disfigurement
and often great pain, keep these people mired in the very poverty that allows these
diseases to thrive. What a terrible state of being, especially considering many NTDs
can be prevented, eliminated or even eradicated with improved access to existing,
safe and cost-effective tools. Diseases of poverty that also contribute to that poverty
should be way up there on the public health agenda. Certainly not ‘neglected’.
However, as you will read in the features within this issue of Microbiologist, there
is reason to be optimistic. A remarkable assault on NTDs has been gathering pace,
led by organizations such as the World Bank and World Health Organization
(WHO), which has cut transmission and pushed the number of new infections to
previously unimaginable lows. Humanity is now capable of driving many NTDs
out of existence.
The question is whether it will…
In the first of our special features on NTDs, Martin Zoltner introduces us to
Trypanosoma brucei gambiense – the parasite that causes Human African
Trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness). We then asked Barrie Rooney, who also
works with T. b. gambiense, to tell us about the difficulties of making diagnostic
tests for Human African Trypanosomiasis and NTDs in general.

UK Chief Medical
Officer, Prof. Dame
Sally Davies says action
is needed around the
world to tackle the
‘hidden’ problem of
antimicrobial resistance
that is already
claiming lives.
www.theguardian.
com/society/2017/
oct/13/antibioticresistance-couldspell-end-of-modernmedicine-sayschief-medic

Susan Wyllie gives us a fascinating insight into drug developments for visceral
leishmaniasis, John Spencer looks at strategies to reduce leprosy in hyperendemic
regions and Nick Beeching leads on an incredible article on Crimean-Congo
haemorrhagic fever, the pathogenesis of which is still not entirely understood.
I was lucky enough to be invited out by James and Tamsin from the SfAM ECS
Committee to help them pick a venue for next year’s massively popular
Early Career Scientists Research Symposium – so this issue will announce the
location and dates of that on page 9. We also have more details on the 2018
Annual Conference which will be held in Brighton. Both events are always well
attended and have limited spaces, so we do encourage our Members to book as
early as possible.
…and as this is December, HAPPY CHRISTMAS!!!

www.sfam.org.uk

Paul Sainsbury
Editor
James Williamson
ECS Secretary
Tamsin Redgwell
ECS Events Officer
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President’s column
During the first term of the new academic year, it is
always a pleasure to get to know the new crop of
young people entering our world of science. What is
most heartening is the increasing number of these
folks that choose to stay in microbiology. This is of
course nothing we can rely upon, it takes work and the
continued modernization, promotion and updating of
our subject to keep it fresh and relevant.
It is an exciting time to be a microbiologist in this age
of bacteria, and subject areas such as antimicrobial
resistance and food safety are regularly in the media.
However, we cannot rest on our laurels and preparing
students for a future that we can’t predict is becoming
harder and harder in this post-genomic era.
One resource that students can be directed to is, of
course, learned societies. We mustn’t forget that, when
used correctly, these organizations can provide young
scientists with the required support, means to establish
solid networks, access to funding and many other tools
to help them on their microbiological journeys.
I think we can all recognize and be proud of the role
that SfAM has played and continues to play in this
arena. We have an excellent Early Career Scientists (ECS)
Committee who continue to impress us with their drive,
verve and professionalism in all they do for scientists at
the start of their career paths. I am really looking
forward to the 7th Annual ECS Research Symposium
being held on 28 March 2018 at the University of
Birmingham. The symposium is always a well put
together and hugely popular event that showcases
our young scientists brilliantly.
However, SfAM’s inclusive nature does not end there,
not by any stretch of the imagination.

The recent EMI lecture held in London on 13 October
as part of the Royal Society of Biology’s Biology Week
was another excellent example. In this audience, we
had a good representation of undergraduate and
postgraduate students as well as some young people
from two local schools, all there to listen to
Professor Rino Rappuoli talk about his work on
vaccines. The lecture was excellent, a real inspiration
and an insight as to what can be done to combat and
prevent infection using new, exciting methodologies.
This was especially welcome following Professor Dame
Sally Davies’ press release regarding antibiotic resistance
earlier in the day. The lecture gave rise to a lot of
interest and questions and it was fantastic to hear the
insightful points raised and the following debate from
the young members in the audience.
Judging by what I have witnessed recently, microbiology
will certainly be safe in the next generation’s hands,
and I am especially proud of all the Members that
make up the Society for Applied Microbiology and the
Committee Members and staff that support them.
Thank you.

The lecture was excellent, a real inspiration and an
insight as to what can be done to combat and
prevent infection using new, exciting methodologies
Mark Fielder
SfAM President
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Harper’s Postulates
Notes from the Chief Executive
I am excited to report that this year has been another
hugely eventful year for the Society, which has seen
continued growth and evolution. The team are now
settled into the offices here at Charles Darwin House
and forging ahead to deliver the work of the Society.
In April we saw record delegate numbers at the Early
Career Scientists (ECS) Research Symposium and
workshop on Bioinformatics. This hands-on workshop
was the first of its kind run entirely by the ECS and
feedback from delegates was testament to the hard
work and dedication of this excellent team of early
career researchers. As Mark described in his piece
for this issue of Microbiologist, we are extremely
proud to have been supporting ECS Members for
over a decade now.
Another change for 2017 was the implementation of
new Membership categories. The driver behind this
change was to ensure that our membership benefits
remain relevant to all our Members and to encourage
an engaged membership who want to get involved
in the work of the Society. Of course we understand
that the life of scientists in academia, industry and
Government laboratories doesn’t stand still and we are
continually looking out for ways in which we can
provide new membership benefits. So if you have any
ideas or comments on our current membership benefits
please do get in touch with one of the team.
We took part in the first ‘Society Day’ run by the
American Society of Microbiology this year. The event
we held was on the topic of the Microbiome and had
presentations from ECS Members, as well as established
researchers. My thanks go to all involved in making it
a great event and an opportunity for SfAM Members
attending the ASM Microbe Congress to meet up,
share experiences and potentially begin
collaborative relationships.
Another new event for 2017 was a public engagement
event which was run jointly by all six co-owners of
Charles Darwin House (SfAM, British Ecological Society,
Biochemical Society, Society of Experimental Biology,
Microbiology Society and Royal Society of Biology). This
was a great opportunity to see first-hand the results of
collaboration between the six co-owning organizations.
‘Darwin’s Coffee House’ was a two-part event held
around International Coffee Day. The first event was a
public symposium comprising elements of coffee
production, the health effects of coffee and potential

www.sfam.org.uk

use of coffee waste in energy production. Afterwards,
attendees were invited to sample a coffee martini (or
two). The second day was set up as a coffee morning
with stands from each Society looking at various aspects
of coffee. My personal favourite was the effect of music
on the taste of coffee.
Finally, we were pleased to announce in July the
appointment of a new President of the Society, building
on the excellent work of Prof. Christine Dodd. For those
who don’t know Professor Mark Fielder, he is Professor
of Medical Microbiology at Kingston University and
comes into his role after many years’ involvement with
the Society. As is always the case, with a new President
comes a new strategy, and we have been working
together as a team with the Trustees to develop a new
strategic direction for the Society for the next three
years from 2018 to 2021.

Lucy Harper
SfAM Chief Executive
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PhD prospects
I know that many of our ECS Members are undertaking
a PhD and I have also had the pleasure of meeting
many at previous conferences. For me though, a
lab-based PhD is not a route I currently want to go
down and instead I have just begun a Master’s in
science communication. This is never what I imagined
I’d be doing when I graduated. Certainly when I was a
fresh-faced student in my first year, I had the idea that
at some point in my life I was going to have Dr at the
beginning of my name. A lot has changed in the three
years of my degree though, namely the fact that I have
more enthusiasm for talking about current research
than carrying it out myself! I also realized that although
a lab-based PhD is ‘hands-on’, it’s not the right type of
‘hands-on’ for me.
As I follow a lot of PhD students on Twitter, I read a lot
of their blogs as well as having befriended quite a few
over the years, and I have been able to observe a few
key things about these super humans:
1.

PhD students seem vastly more inquisitive than I
am; they will analyse everything and always ask the
question ‘why?’.

2.	They are vastly more intelligent than I am and that’s
not me being humble, it’s just a fact.

4.	Perseverance is also a key skill that I’ve seen; when
something doesn’t work they try to fix it and make
it perfect instead of moving on to something else.
5.	They are genuinely proud and excited about what
they’re doing. This one goes without saying really
but I’ve witnessed it so many times and it’s a great
sight to see!
Despite all of this, people say that a PhD is most often
just a delaying tactic so that you don’t have to start
real life. I think it’s so much more than that. A PhD is a
badge of honour, a medal that says you’ve slaved
away to discover everything you can about a subject,
sacrificing your sanity along the way and still managing
to give a coherent oral presentation at the end of the
ordeal. It means that you’re one dedicated individual
and you’re prepared to put yourself through hell just to
change your title. Who wouldn’t want all that? Even
though I want it too, there is no way that I could subject
myself to the sort of stress that so many of my friends
have tried to make light of.
I’m not writing a PhD off altogether though! If the right
opportunity comes along I won’t hesitate to say yes; I
would love the chance to spend three or four years
immersed in a project that I’m truly passionate about.

3.	The problems that they solve would knock me out
of the game before I’d even started and has
obviously given rise to their ‘out of this world’
problem-solving abilities!

Jennie French
ECS Publications Officer
University of Nottingham
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7th ANNUAL

Society for Applied Microbiology

ECS RESEARCH
SYMPOSIUM
Epidemiology & Infection Control
28 March 2018
09:30 – 17:30
University of Birmingham
Birmingham
B15 2TT

Professor Nigel Gibbens CBE*
UK Chief Veterinary Officer

The Early Career Scientists 7th Annual Research Symposium will be
held at the University of Birmingham with a focus on Epidemiology
and Infection Control. The symposium aims to bring together
microbiologists, epidemiologists, public health researchers, academics,
practitioners and most importantly early career scientists and
undergraduate students. The symposium is a forum for those who
wish to exchange and share their experiences, ideas and research on
all aspects of epidemiology and infection control.
It will also provide the chance to hear from premier keynote speakers
who will discuss the most recent innovations, trends, challenges and
adopted solutions in the fields of epidemiology and infection control.
All Early Career Scientists (including undergraduates) are encouraged
to contribute to and help shape the conference through submissions
of their research abstracts, papers and e-posters. The symposium
welcomes contributions from any area of applied microbiology as
well as work that addresses the themes and topics of the symposium.

Travel expenses
within the UK
and EU of up
to £100 will be
paid to oral and
poster presenters.
(subject to prior approval)

£50
£25
£75
£100

The symposium will offer a light lunch and refreshments for all
delegates. Please help us ensure the symposium’s success by
registering as soon as possible.
DEADLINE FOR ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS IS 7 FEBRUARY 2018.

member.sfam.org.uk/sfam/events
*Nigel Gibbens is retiring at the end of February/beginning of March so has agreed in principle
and will aim to confirm by the end of this year.

ECS Members
ECS Undergraduate Members
Members
Non-Members

(one year free membership for non-Members included in this price)

FEATURES

AFRICAN
SLEEPING
SICKNESS
A n o l d e n e m y, b u t i s

the end in sight?

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) was first recorded
in the 14th century, when the Arab historian Ibn
Khaldun wrote about the death of King Diata II of Mali,
by what he described as “…the sleeping sickness, a
disease that frequently afflicts the inhabitants of that
climate”. About 500 years later, chaos and instability
brought by the colonial adventures of the Europeans,
likely contributed to a great expansion of the HAT
endemic regions. A massive epidemic followed around
the turn of the 19th century, prompting the colonial
administrations to solicit for medical research and
recruit scientific missions.
As part of this effort, the Scottish microbiologist
David Bruce discovered that African trypanosomiasis is a
parasitic disease transmitted by Glossina spp., the tsetse
fly, which is endemic in large parts of sub-Saharan
Africa. The causative agent Trypanosoma brucei, a
unicellular flagellated protozoon, was later named after
him. While Bruce anticipated mechanical transmission
by the tsetse fly, it was later established that the
parasite persistently infects the insect vector and
undergoes a complex life cycle: the parasites are taken
up into the insect vector midgut during a bloodmeal
from an infected host, and differentiate into procyclic
trypomastigotes. These forms migrate to the salivary
gland generating metacyclic trypomastigotes ready for
delivery to the mammalian bloodstream with the next
bite. The metacyclics transform into the proliferating
long slender form capable of establishing and
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maintaining a bloodstream infection rapidly after
entering a new mammalian host. Eventually some
parasites cross the blood–brain barrier, infecting the
central nervous system (CNS) evoking the symptoms
described by the common names ‘sleeping sickness’
for HAT or ‘Nagana’ for the animal disease, which
translates to ‘loss of spirit’ in Zulu: the host falls into
a lethargic state and later becomes comatose which,
finally leads to death.
Unlike the related kinetoplastid parasites Trypanosoma
cruzi and Leishmania spp., which are intracellular
pathogens, African trypanosomes have adapted to
survive in the mammalian host bloodstream. While
nutrients are readily available in this environment, a
direct and full exposure to the innate and acquired
immune systems poses an extreme challenge. Key
strategies T. brucei has developed for successful
immune evasion are the ability to change its surface
‘coat’ to achieve antigenic variation, in combination
with a highly efficient endocytotic apparatus. In the
bloodstream stage, the parasite surface is dominated
by a single variant surface glycoprotein (VSG) covering
approximately 90% of the cell surface. This VSG can be
switched to one of hundreds of different isoforms
when overwhelmed by high antibody titres, thereby
evading the host acquired immune response and
establishing recurrent infection. In the patient this
manifests as waves of parasitaemia but after 5 to 7
days VSG antibodies are raised that eliminate most

www.sfam.org.uk
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of the trypanosomes. However, a new wave of
trypanosomes then appears, which is unaffected by the
antibodies of the previous wave. Extremely rapid
clathrin-dependent endocytosis facilitates clearance of
antibodies and complement, which would otherwise
lead to cell lysis and are likely important in extending
the period that a VSG variant can survive, as well as
protecting against productive antibody recognition of
invariant surface molecules.
Trypanosomiasis is an ancient companion of hominids
and primates, and one example of the selective
pressure exerted by the parasite is manifested by the
omnipresent trypanolytic activity in human blood.
Arising during late primate evolution, trypanolytic
factor (TLF) confers innate immunity to one subspecies
of African trypanosome, T. brucei brucei, in humans.
TLF is a subclass of serum high-density lipoprotein
that contains Apolipoprotein L1 (ApoL1) and a protein
that is essential for haem uptake, which is bound by
a surface receptor of the parasite. This TLF/receptor

FURTHER READING
http://www.who.int/trypanosomiasis_african/
Headrick DR (2014). Sleeping sickness
epidemics and colonial responses in East and
Central Africa, 1900–1940. PLoS Negl Trop Dis,
8(4), e2772
Hide G (1999). History of sleeping sickness in
East Africa. Clin Microbiol Rev, 12, 112–125
Higgins MK, Lane-Serff H, MacGregor P
and Carrington M (2017). A receptor’s tale:
an eon in the life of a trypanosome receptor.
PLoS Pathog, 13(1), e1006055
Zoltner M, Horn D, de Koning HP and
Field MC (2016). Exploiting the Achilles’ heel of
membrane trafficking in trypanosomes.
Curr Opin Microbiol, 34, 97–103

www.sfam.org.uk

complex is taken up by endocytosis, and trafficked to
the lysosome where ApoL1 forms pores in the lysosomal
membrane, which ultimately kills the parasite.
However, some subspecies have developed strategies
to circumvent TLF toxicity, in what seems like an
evolutionary arms race between host and parasite.
Specifically, West African T. brucei gambiense has a
modified receptor to avoid uptake of TLF and the East
African T. brucei rhodesiense expresses serum resistanceassociated antigen, which interacts with ApoL1,
preventing its lytic effect. There is mounting evidence
that the potency of two trypanocidal drugs, suramin and
pentamidine, rely on endocytic uptake and hence entry
into the parasite. Indeed, this is reminiscent of TLF
uptake and it has been recognized that the specialized
endocytotic apparatus can be exploited for drug delivery,
bypassing conventional delivery routes altogether.
Despite progress, new therapies are urgently needed as
the current rely on very old drugs with severe side
effects and the emergence of drug resistance is a major
threat. The state-of-the-art treatment for CNS stage HAT
is a combination therapy of nifurtimox and eflornithine
developed by a consortium led by the Drugs for
Neglected Diseases Initiative in 2009, which was a step
forward but requires a long and costly course of
intravenous administration. The World Health
Organization is on track to achieve elimination of HAT
as a public health problem. Strengthened control and
surveillance have significantly reduced the transmission
of the disease in a steady decrease from over 25,000
reported cases in 2000 to a historic low of 2,184 cases
in 2016. Regrettably, a similar success was celebrated in
the 1960s when reported cases stabilized under 5,000;
however, this was soon followed
by the onset of a new
epidemic. Hopefully
sustained commitment
and, perhaps most
importantly, political
stability will prevent
such a relapse
in future.
Geographical distribution
of human African trypanosomiasis
T. b. gambiense

T. b. rhodesiense

> 1,000
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100 -1,000

< 50

< 100

Martin Zoltner
College of Life Sciences,
University of Dundee
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Along the upper reaches of the Congo River a 30-strong
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) team move from village to
village towing a floating laboratory. Our team is searching
for Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, the parasite that causes
sleeping sickness (SS). This fatal disease affects people
living in remote areas of central Africa’s rainforest where
the insect vector thrives.
Transmitted by the bite of the bloodsucking tsetse fly,
SS can be a slow killer; taking up to two years to
produce the full neurological symptoms, coma and
inevitable death. Everyone in the village must be
screened, because non-symptomatic carriers act as
reservoirs. These carriers must be found and treated
in order to break the cycle of transmission for this
Neglected Tropical Disease (NTD). Among the
designated NTDs, SS is one of three caused by members
of the protozoan group Kinetidoplastidia. Chagas and
leishmaniasis are the other two and together they
threaten the lives of over 90 million people.
Following an infective insect bite, the SS patient will
suffer peaks of parasitaemia as the host mounts a
humoral immune response to the changing surface
antigens on the SS parasite. Diagnosis is complex and
requires a combination of serological and microscopic

examination of tissue and blood samples. A positive
result requires an immediate lumbar puncture to assess
the disease stage and therefore the type of treatment
required. To make screening more accessible to
remote populations, recent efforts have focused on
simplifying and reducing the cost of point-of-care
(POC) diagnostic tests.
A widely accepted format for these POC serodiagnostic
lateral flow tests (RDTs) is the dipstick design of the
common pregnancy test (Figure 1). The key to high
sensitivity and specificity is the choice of parasitic
antigen (or monoclonal antibody) printed on the test
line (T). First generation SS-RDTs use purified extracts
from laboratory-derived native parasites which are
recognized by serum from infected individuals. More
recently, recombinant bioengineered antigenic proteins
have been favoured as they are cheaper to make and

HAT Sero K-SeT
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Figure 1
Rapid Diagnostic Test
(RDT) for human African
trypanosomiasis (HAT)
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Making diagnostic tests
for tropical diseases
FURTHER READING
WHO (2017) Neglected tropical diseases
http://www.who.int/neglected_diseases/
mediacentre/factsheet/en/

Tsetse fly

more reproducible. However, making biosimilar
antigens for parasitic surface proteins can be difficult
as they may require complex post-translational
modifications. Success has been found by engineering
the related species, Leishmania tarentolae, and by
modifying the glycosylation pathway of the yeast Pichia.
The recently awarded BBSRC Innovator of the Year
award to the author displays the success of
multinational collaborations in translating basic
research results into POC tests that stand up to the
demands of tropical usage. Access to a WHO SS biobank
of characterized serum samples allowed rigorous testing
of prototypes before the chosen test was scaled up for
manufacture. Commercial companies were persuaded
to waive intellectual property rights and made the tests
at cost. It is currently undergoing an EU-funded,
multicentred field trial in Guinea, DR Congo, Burkina
Faso and Cote d’Ivoire.

Rooney B, Piening T, Büscher P,
Rogé S, and Smales CM (2015). Expression
of Trypanosoma brucei gambiense antigens in
Leishmania tarentolae. Potential for use in rapid
serodiagnostic tests (RDTs). PLoS Negl Trop Dis,
9(12), e0004271
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/documents/1609sleeping-sickness/
Wu G, and Zaman MH (2012). Low-cost tools
for diagnosing and monitoring HIV infection in
low-resource settings. Bull World Health Org,
90, 914–920
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/90/12/BLT12-102780-table-T1.html

The detection of human and animal reservoirs for these
SS and other Kinetidoplast parasites is crucial to the
control of these debilitating diseases in neglected
populations. Following WHO guidelines on POC
tests, we continue to search for new biomarkers
and build international consortia to transform
them into user-friendly RDTs.

Trypanosoma brucei gambiense
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DRUG LIGHT AT
DEVELOPMENT THE END OF
FOR VISCERAL THE TUNNEL?
LEISHMANIASIS

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a tropical disease caused by
the protozoan parasites Leishmania infantum and
Leishmania donovani. Current estimates suggest that
500,000 new cases a year result in an annual death toll
of approximately 40,000, making VL the second largest
parasitic killer after malaria. Additionally, it is the
leading cause of morbidity and mortality amongst
the World Health Organization’s Neglected Tropical
Diseases (NTDs) group. The vast majority of VL
infections occur in a handful of countries including:
India, Bangladesh, Sudan, South Sudan, Somalia, Brazil
and Ethiopia. In these endemic countries there is clear
evidence that VL disproportionately affects the poorest
of the poor with strong links between poor housing,
malnutrition, deprivation and this vector-borne disease.
Indeed, the severely debilitating nature of this disease
can lead directly to the destitution of patients and their
families. Outbreaks of VL are also often associated with
periods of conflict. In South Sudan, years of forced
migration, as a consequence of civil war, have resulted
in on-going and lethal epidemics. In short, VL is an
insidious disease that preys upon the most vulnerable,
often targeting people at their very lowest ebb.
Leishmania spp. are obligate intracellular parasites of
the cellular immune system, where they multiply in the
hostile environment of macrophage phagolysosomes;
transmission is by bloodsucking sandflies. The clinical
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manifestations of VL tend to occur months after
exposure and include fevers, weight loss, enlargement
of the spleen and liver, and anaemia. In 95% of cases,
death can be prevented by timely and appropriate drug
therapy. However, all current therapies have serious
limitations – they are expensive, toxic and have to be
applied over long periods of time (mainly by injection)
and may become ineffective as the parasites develop
drug resistance. Thus, there is an urgent need for better,
safer efficacious drugs that are fit-for-purpose in
resource-poor settings. It should be noted that the vast
majority of VL patients earn below the poverty
threshold of US $1.0 a day and there is little socialized
healthcare in endemic countries. With the cost of
bringing a new drug to market estimated at over $1
billion, developing treatments for diseases of poverty,
such as VL, has not been a high priority for the
pharmaceutical industry. This lack of investment has
contributed to the failure to license any new drugs for
the treatment of VL for more than 15 years. The
combined failure of Governments, pharmaceutical
companies and the public at large to recognize the
devastating impact of this disease means that VL can
rightly claim to be the most neglected of the NTDs.
At the turn of the century two important events led to
a sea change in attitudes towards NTD drug discovery.
A thought-provoking article by Trouillier and Olliaro in
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1999 revealed that of the more than 1,000 new drugs
sold worldwide during the period 1975–1996, less than
1% were destined for tropical diseases, despite the fact
that these diseases represented 11.4% of the global
health burden. The authors also drew attention to the
rather piecemeal approach to NTD drug discovery at
this time. The stark facts revealed in this article
galvanized the scientific community into action. In 2003,
the Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative (DNDi) was
established, a non-profit organization dedicated to
delivering new treatments for NTDs. Seed funding for
this initiative was provided by the Nobel Peace Prize
awarded to Médecins Sans Frontières in 1999. Over
the past decade, DNDi has now been joined in this
endeavour by a number of public-private partnerships,
charities and Government-funding agencies. In addition,
academic centres dedicated to NTD drug discovery have
now been established, prompting pharmaceutical
companies to become more engaged. Now, more
than any other time in history there seems to be the
collective will and financial backing to make real
progress towards eliminating the scourge of VL and
other NTDs. It will take time for these organizations to
populate drug pipelines for VL and perhaps even longer
before effective drugs reach the clinic. At least we can
now dare to dream of a future without this devastating
disease. Watch this space…

All current therapies have serious
limitations – they are expensive,
toxic and have to be applied over
long periods of time

Patient receiving intralesional injection
for the treatment of cutaneous
leishmaniasis, Afghanistan
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The race to discover new antibiotics, to restock our
depleted anti-infective drug arsenal in the face of
the relentless emergence and spread of antibiotic
resistance, and the necessity to regain lost momentum
in antibacterial drug research in the private sector,
collectively represent one of the great global
challenges in human health for this generation. In a
sector whose hand badly needs an ace, perhaps the
greatest success of the past few years has been the
scientific communities’ ability to articulate clearly
and persistently the scale of the twin threat from
antimicrobial resistance and the potential loss of
effective antibiotics without replacements. The case
for discovering and developing new antibiotics is, of
course, compelling and urgent, but are we getting
anywhere? Is it possible to revisit the Golden Age of
antibiotic discovery?

case for new antibiotics. In February 2016, the O’Neill
Review, in defining the facets of the AMR crisis noted
that “divestment has hollowed out the antibiotic
industry over the years as prospective financial rewards
diminished”. This combination of unfavourable
conditions has created the perfect storm. However,
despite the dire headlines and doom-laden warnings,
concerted efforts appear to be showing some signs of
success. Although encouraging, the field is febrile and
setbacks have the potential to send chills through the
entire antibiotic sector.

The ‘Golden Age’ of antibiotic
discovery, which lasted from
the early 1940s to the late
1960s, witnessed the discovery
of numerous antibiotic
compounds and yielded
almost all the main classes of
antibiotics we currently employ
clinically for the management of infectious disease.
However, a relatively brief period, a mere two decades,
of extraordinary antibiotic discovery successes, has
been followed by stagnation in antibiotic discovery.
Why is it the case, therefore, that the more we know
about antibiotics, the fewer we seem to be able to
discover? This apparent juxtaposition, in spite of early
successes and intensive industry in antibiotic discovery,
has ultimately brought about a slow but steady exit
of the ‘big pharma’ players from the field thanks to
diminishing returns and the lack of a strong business

Although encouraging, the field
is febrile and setbacks have the
potential to send chills through
the entire antibiotic sector
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Previously uncultured Eleftheria
terrae are able to make teixobactin,
a new antibiotic class
(Image credit: William Fowle,
Northeastern University)
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CRACKS
in the

ANTIBIOTIC
PIPELINE

Finding new antibiotics is hard. The early pioneers of
antibiotic discovery, including Alexander Fleming and,
particularly, Selman Waksman, used a culture-based,
activity-guided approach to successfully identify
environmental microorganisms which produced
antimicrobial activities in culture. The ‘Waksman
platform’ widely adopted by the pharmaceutical
industry mined soil bacteria for antimicrobial activities.
Initially hugely successful, over-mining the limited
culturable microbiome of the soil (circa. 1% of the
microbes present) led to issues with dereplication and
rediscovery of the same compounds. Identifying
antimicrobial activities from cultured organisms is
relatively straightforward, finding good lead compounds
with a suitable spectrum of activity and pharmacological
profiles (pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
parameters) is another matter entirely. As with other
drugs, which (in general) must obey a set of rules
known as ‘Lipinsky’s Rules’ which predict the
ability of a molecule to pass through biological
membranes and become bioavailable, candidate
antibiotic drugs must be able to rapidly
achieve appropriate peak plasma
concentrations in vivo to
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ensure lethal or inhibitory concentrations of the drug
reach the site of action. Antibiotics typically have to
be administered in higher doses than other drugs,
meaning the side effect profile is a particular concern.
Furthermore, to be active, antibiotic drugs must traverse
the lipid membranes of Gram-positive and (in particular)
Gram-negative pathogens and evade efflux mechanisms
which eject the antibiotic from the cytoplasm,
maintaining intracellular concentrations of antibiotic
beneath threshold inhibitory/cidal levels. In order to
optimize natural products or design better synthetic
antibiotics, numerous researchers have called for a
similar set of rules to be developed, to facilitate
prediction of compounds capable of traversing the
protective cell envelope.
In 2015, a novel culture-based approach invented by
Professors Kim Lewis and Slava Epstein of Northeastern
University, Boston, the iChip, yielded the first new class
of antibiotic in over 30 years. The iChip addresses a
major bottleneck in antibiotic discovery, accessing a far
higher proportion of the microbiome of for example,
the soil, which is able to be cultured in vitro and can
therefore be screened for antibiotic production.
Typically, the number of microorganisms which are
amenable to culture in vitro amounts to circa 1% of the
total microorganisms present in most environments (the
so-called ‘great plate count anomaly’). It is this 1%
which has, over the years, been interrogated for
antibiotic production. This approach represents one
effective mechanism by which the Waksman platform
may be revisited to discover new antibiotics from soil
microbes. Using this approach, Lewis’ team isolated and
screened over 50,000 soil bacteria, discovering a new
class of antibiotic, teixobactin, from the previously
unculturable Eleftheria terrae, which binds to a highly
conserved region of lipid II and lipid III and inhibits
cell wall synthesis. Teixobactin is active against
Staphylococcus aureus and Mycobacterium tuberculosis
and, to date, no reports of resistance have emerged.
Teixobactin is hailed as a game changer in the sector,
and its orally available derivatives are being developed
by Novabiotic Pharmaceuticals, LLC with support from
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Could innovations
like the iChip change the way we discover antibiotics
from nature and bring us back to the Golden Age of
antibiotic discovery? Apparently the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) think so, since
Lewis’s team have just received a $9M, five-year grant
from them to develop the discovery platform and
deliver new antibiotics.
Whilst this discovery brings much needed hope to a
battle-weary sector, discovery is the first step on a long
and sometimes arduous road towards translation to
a clinically useful drug. The success rate for clinical
development of drugs is notoriously low, and especially
so with antibiotics. According to The Pew Charitable
Trusts analysis, historical data suggests only one in five
infectious disease products entering phase I clinical trials
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end up gaining approval for use in patients. So what is
the current state of the antibiotic pipeline?
According to the Center for Disease Dynamics,
Economics and Public Policy (CDDEP) as of March 2016,
there were six new FDA approvals for new antibiotic
drug products (none of which represent a new class
of antibiotic). These include three new glycopeptides;
Dalbavancin (Dalvance©, Xydalba©) (Durata
Therapeutics, Actavis), a chemical modification of the
teicoplanin scaffold and, Oritavancin (Orbactive©)
(Eli Lilly, Targanta), a vancomycin derivative, and
Tedizolid (Sivextro©) (Dong-A, Trius Therapeutics,
Cubist Pharmaceuticals), an oxazolidinone derivate,
all active against Gram-positives. A new broad-spectrum
cephalosporin Ceftobiprole (Zevtera©, Mabelio©)
(Basilea) and two new cephalosporin-beta
lactamase inhibitor combinations; Ceftazidimeavibactam (Avycaz©), (Actavis, AstraZeneca) (old
cephalosporin, new ESBL inhibitor) and Ceftolozanetazobactam (Zerbaxa©) (Cubist Pharmaceuticals),
a new cephalosporin.
These agents were approved after designation as a
Qualified Infectious Disease Product (QIDP) under the
Generating Antibiotic Incentives Now (GAIN) act.
This framework forms part of the US National Strategy
for Combatting Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria (CARB)
launched in September 2014 by executive order from
US President Barack Obama. QIDP designated drugs
are eligible for several incentives, including fast track
designation, expedited FDA review and qualification
for five years additional marketing exclusivity on top
of any exclusivity already provided by the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act.
The GAIN incentives, including QIDP designation, which
aim to stimulate the sector by providing economic
incentives for antibiotic drug discovery, have not
escaped criticism from the industry. A 2017 report
by the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
included complaints from 10 interviewed pharma
representatives, that the US FDA have yet to clarify its
expectations for developing new antibiotics or to have
detailed how to access new incentives, despite having
issued 14 updated or new guidances on antibiotics since
the GAIN act was passed in 2012. However, the report
concedes that despite the lack of clarity, the FDA has
approved more than 100 requests for QIDP designation
between 2012 and 2015, and has approved six of the
drugs (see above). An overall assessment of GAIN is
premature however, as stated in the report: “The GAIN
provisions were passed five years ago, but it generally
takes 10 to 15 years to develop a new drug and obtain
approval from FDA. Therefore, GAIN has not been in
place long enough yet to have been a factor in
motivating any drug sponsors to develop and submit
an application to FDA to market a new antibiotic“.
According to The Pew Charitable Trusts, in March 2016
37 ‘new’ antibiotics (no new classes) are in clinical
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The early pioneers of antibiotic discovery including Alexander Fleming
(left) and, particularly, Selman Waksman (above) used a culture-based,
activity guided approach to successfully identify environmental
microorganisms which produced antimicrobial activities in culture

development, with 11 in phase I, 13 in phase II and 13
in phase 3. At least 11 of the antibiotics in development
have the potential to treat infections caused by the
ESKAPE pathogens. A total of 34 companies are
involved, with only five ranking among the top
pharmaceutical companies by sales, and 80% of the
products in development are being pursued by small
companies, half of which are ‘pre-revenue’ with no
current products on the market. As of March 2017, the
number of antibiotics in clinical development for the US
market which have the potential to treat serious
bacterial infections had risen to 41, with 16 having the
potential to treat Gram-negative ESKAPE pathogens.
Yet, as followers of the recent story of solithromycin
will attest, high profile setbacks remind the scientific
community and investors alike of the scale of the
challenge of antibiotic development. Solithromycin
is a semi-synthetic 4th generation macrolide
(fluorketolide subclass), which binds to 23S ribosomal
RNA and disrupts bacterial protein synthesis,
developed by Cempra Inc. for Gram-positive
community acquired pneumonia (CAP) infections.
In November 2016 promising results from two phase 3
trials led to a narrow vote (seven votes to six) by the
FDA Antimicrobial Drugs Advisory Committee,
recommending the drug for CAP. The ADAC also voted
(12 votes to one) that “the risk of hepatoxicity had not
been adequately characterized”. By late December
2016, the FDA had issued Cempra a ‘complete response
letter’ (CRL) restating the committee’s concerns over
hepatotoxicity and requesting a 9,000 patient safety
trial, amounting to a rejection of the drug. The FDA’s
CRL to Cempra led to a run of investor sell-off and
sent Cempra’s share prices into free fall, losing 56%
overnight. In February 2017, Cempra hit another
setback with solithromycin, which failed to demonstrate
non-inferiority to older antibiotics in uncomplicated
genitourinary gonorrhoea trials. Again, Cempra shares
fell 18% in response. Given that a mere 18 months ago
solithromycin was being tipped to be a major success
story in a sector desperate for a win, it remains to be
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seen how this shock will reverberate through the
relatively small antibiotic R&D sector. The majority of
the start-up/pre-revenue companies developing new
antibiotics are unlikely to be able to absorb a similar
financial shock.
The picture is encouraging, if precarious, given attrition
rates for antibiotic lead compounds and the profile of
companies involved. This indicates there is positive
development in the antibiotic pipeline, but still no new
classes of drugs becoming available. Any truly new class
of antibiotic therefore must be at least 10–15 years
away from the clinic given the current approval
pathways. However, the mood music is right for
antibiotic development generally. A combination of
incentives for development activities, funding for early
stage discovery research and expedited, streamlined
regulation will speed the flow of drugs from a pipeline
that has been dry for too long.

FURTHER READING
Lewis, K. (2012) Recover the lost art of
drug discovery. Nature 485: 439–440
Owens, B. (2017) Solithromycin rejection chills
antibiotic sector. Nature Biotechnology 35(3):
187–188
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we find new antibiotics? The Pew Charitable
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Triatomine bugs (also called reduviid
bugs, “kissing“ bugs, cone-nosed bugs
and bloodsuckers) can live indoors, in
cracks and holes of substandard housing,
or in a variety of outdoor settings

A very

unpleasant ‘kiss’
Most people, and all microbiologists, are fully aware of
the threat of the rising tide of antimicrobial resistance
(AMR) and the potential dawn of a ‘post-antibiotic’
age when currently routine surgery could lead to
life-threatening infections. AMR and the need for new
therapies and other measures to mitigate imminently
untreatable bacterial infections has become a cause
célèbre, attracting the attention of Westminster
politicians, Government health officials, the media
and, of course, the general public.
However, and in contrast, the so-called Neglected
Tropical Diseases (NTDs) remain outside the UK
public conscience and garner limited interest from
Government, the media, most healthcare professionals
and many medical microbiologists. NTDs represent a
spectrum of 18 diseases of the developing world, which
together affect more than 1 billion of the world’s most
deprived people and exert a greater burden than
malaria, tuberculosis and HIV (more recognized global
infectious diseases) combined. This burden is manifested
not just in mortality, but also in the social and economic
impact that long-term NTD morbidity can have by
delaying educational development and reducing
employment capacity.
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NTDs are caused by a range of bacterial, viral, helminth
(worm) and protozoan pathogens which are prevalent
in the developing world. As the term NTD suggests,
research into these pathogens and the diseases they
cause has been historically limited and therefore the
tools for control (drugs, vaccines and epidemiological
monitoring) have been lacking. However, in 2012
the London Declaration for NTDs pledged many
Governments, NGOs and pharmaceutical partners to
control or even eliminate many of these diseases by
2020. Five years on and the progress has been excellent
for several NTDs, for example, we have seen the
number of cases of the protozoan disease Human
African trypanosomiasis (HAT or African sleeping
sickness) reduced to less than 3,000. This has been
achieved through a combination of improved diagnosis
and treatment, combined with control of the tsetse fly
vector which carries the disease. The NTDs leishmaniasis
and Chagas disease are caused by related protozoan
parasites however, in contrast to HAT, progress towards
elimination, or even control, has been described as a
losing battle. The reasons for this are complex and to
illustrate I will now focus on Chagas disease.
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Chagas disease received its
name from Carlos Ribeiro
Justiniano Chagas (right),
a Brazilian physician and
researcher who discovered
the disease in 1909. To this
day, Brazil bears the
greatest burden of this
disease, which is endemic
in 21 Latin American
nations. Eight million
people are estimated to
be infected by the parasite that causes Chagas disease,
Trypanosoma cruzi. As a result of increased migration,
these cases are spread worldwide, however the
bulk are in Latin America – the only region where
transmission of the parasite occurs. This is due to the
geographic restriction of the insect vector, the curiously
named kissing bug. These bloodsucking triatome bugs
live in the walls and roofs of poorly constructed and
maintained homes of both urban and rural areas,
coming out at night to feed on the inhabitants.
Usually, when they take a bloodmeal the kissing bug
defaecates, and when the faeces enter the body
through the created wound it can carry with it the
Trypanosoma cruzi parasite – a very unpleasant ‘kiss’.
However, in addition to this ‘natural’ route, organ
transplantation and blood transfusion from an
infected individual can also lead to transmission.
Following infection, Chagas disease has two distinctive
phases, first an acute stage during which symptoms are
usually mild or even absent. It is during the second,
chronic phase that the major health problems occur.
In this stage, the parasite is sequestered into cardiac
and digestive muscle, and around 30% of patients
suffer cardiac problems, with up to 10% succumbing
to digestive and/or neurological complications. As the
disease progresses, infection can cause death due to
heart arrhythmias or progressive cardiac disease.
Approximately 10,000 people die each year in this
manner, and millions more suffer the consequences of
long-term ill health. Despite this burden, and behind
the intractability of Chagas disease, only two drugs
are available for treatment, benznidazole and
nifurtimox, neither of which is very effective in the
chronic, and fatal, phase. This means that early
treatment is essential, even if an individual is
asymptomatic. However, diagnosis can be problematic,
and both drugs require prolonged administration and
have toxicity issues – for example, nifurtimox is
contraindicated in individuals with a history of
psychiatric disorders. In the absence of a vaccine new,
less toxic drugs are urgently required – therapies which
would allow the effective treatment of chronic
Chagas disease.
It is in this environment that we, as academic
researchers, are labouring. To facilitate drug discovery
in all disease areas, it is recognized that well-validated
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Mexico

Geographical
distribution of
Chagas disease
in Central and
South America.

Belize
Honduras
Nicaragua
Guatemala
Guyana
El Salvador
Suriname
Costa Rica
Venezuela
French Guiana
Panama
Colombia
Ecuador

targets must be put forward
Peru
to allow the high-throughput
Brazil
screening (HTS) of
pharmaceutical company
Bolivia
compound libraries to proceed
Paraguay
with the maximum chance of
a successful outcome, i.e., a
compound entering clinical trials.
Chile
However, drug target validation
Argentina
is often fraught with difficulty
and expensive failure, leading to
widespread concerns regarding the
reproducibility of drug target validation
studies, with a call to “embrace chemistry at
the interface with biology”. With the knowledge
that NTDs, including Chagas disease, deserve and
demand the best validated drug targets, funded by the
Medical Research Council, Durham University is leading
an international network of endemic countries to
develop multidisciplinary skills to address this issue and
meet the challenges of Trypanosoma cruzi drug target
validation head on.

Uruguay
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Strategies to reduce leprosy
transmission in hyperendemic
regions in Brazil and elsewhere
in the world

Leprosy is a chronic disease of the skin and nerves
caused by infection with the uncultivatable intracellular
pathogen, Mycobacterium leprae. It is an ancient
disease, the oldest known to be associated with
humans, with osteological evidence of characteristic
bone pitting and deformities found in burial sites in
India as far back as 2000 BC. Although leprosy is
completely curable today with chemotherapy, delays in
diagnosis and receiving treatment frequently result in
advanced cases of nerve damage, muscle loss, blindness,
and bone deformity and resorption, with resulting
disfigurement, disability and stigmatization.
Treatment with multidrug therapy (MDT) has been
available since the mid-1980s, and by 2001 effective
global leprosy elimination campaigns sponsored by the
World Health Organization (WHO) had reduced the
prevalence by 89%. Gaps exist in the knowledge of
how Myco. leprae is transmitted, what genetic factors
and innate and adaptive immune responses of the host
lead to resistance or susceptibility to disease, the long
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incubation time prior to the slow development of
diverse symptoms, and the very low rate of disease
progression in infected individuals, that all create
challenges to the development of ways to interrupt
transmission. In 2015, 210,758 new cases were
diagnosed worldwide, with 8.9% being detected in
children less than 15 years old and 6.7% of those having
grade 2 disability (G2D). Higher rates of G2D indicate a
delay in the detection and diagnosis of leprosy and
ranged from 1.8% in Micronesia to 42.1% in Somalia.
Leprosy in children is an important epidemiologic
indicator and is correlated with multiple active foci of
disease transmission in the community. Three countries,
India, Brazil and Indonesia, accounted for 81% of all
new cases detected in 2015.
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Brazil detected 26,395 new cases that year and
remains the only country in the world that has not
met the WHO goal of less than 1 new case per 10,000
population, and is currently at around 1.2/10,000.
There is tremendous regional variation in the new case
detection rates (NCDR) in Brazil, with low rates in the
southern states like Rio Grande do Sul (0.1/10,000) while
high or hyperendemic rates (defined as between 2 and
more than 4 new cases per 10,000, respectively) are
found in the central-western, northeast and northern

regions of the country. States in the Amazon region
have only around 17% of the total population of Brazil,
but report over 50% of all of the new cases of leprosy.
Recent data from Brazil’s national disease notification
database (SINAN) show that around 50% of the
population living in 19 out of the 27 states of Brazil
are exposed to either high or hyperendemic rates of
infection. Mathematical modelling studies projecting
trends to reach the goal of less than 1/10,000 in the
state of Pará, based on NCDR available from SINAN,
suggest that this will not be realized until at least 2030
or 2061. Although taking into account the present
actual NCDR based on our active case-finding studies in
multiple cities, achieving this goal may not realistically
be attained until much later. Recent surveys in even
supposedly low endemic regions in São Paulo state
(0.23/10,000) and the Federal District in Brasilia
(0.52/10,000) revealed unexpectedly high rates of
hidden leprosy cases (24 new cases in 1,398 individuals
in Jardinópolis, São Paulo [1.7%], and 44 new cases in
390 individuals in Brasilia, [11.3%]), which were only

Brazil detected 26,395 new cases
that year and remains the only
country in the world that has not
met the WHO goal of <1 new
case per 10,000 population
www.sfam.org.uk
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revealed with targeted surveillance in these areas.
These findings illustrate the importance of active
surveillance by experienced leprosy dermatologists and
additional case-finding among the household contacts
of newly diagnosed cases, since it is estimated that the
number of hidden cases of leprosy is likely to be up to
8-fold higher than the prevalence in the area at any
given time.
Recent studies in low- or medium-endemic regions of
Brazil indicate that there has been a shift in those
groups experiencing the highest risk of succumbing to
leprosy, primarily with a much higher increase in older
individuals (peaking at 60–69 years old), almost a
2-fold higher risk of multibacillary MB disease in men
compared with women in all states regardless of
economic class, and progressively higher rates of MB
disease, indicating a higher bacillary load. These trends
are similar to the reduction in the prevalence of leprosy
in Norway in the 1920s prior to the availability of drug
therapy, where improvements in economic growth,
sanitary conditions, clean water, reduction in the
housing density and improved hospital infrastructure
gradually reduced the bacillary load in the general
population and resulted in the eventual elimination
of leprosy in that country by the mid-20th century.
Although these trends appear to represent that leprosy
is on the wane in some parts of Brazil, the integration
of leprosy control into the family health strategy means
that there are fewer trained professionals capable of
recognizing classic symptoms of skin lesions and nerve
damage resulting in higher yearly reports of MB disease
and G2D, indicating delays in diagnosis that can only
increase the rates of disability and transmission.
Evidence has accumulated that there are large numbers
of asymptomatic, undiagnosed or misdiagnosed cases,
and that up to 4 million of these hidden cases may exist
by 2020 worldwide, representing a major threat to
efforts by endemic countries to interrupt transmission
and reach the global elimination target set recently by
the London Declaration.
The Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite
numeric measurement established by the United
Nations Development Programme in 1990 to assess
three basic dimensions of human development, namely
life expectancy at birth, mean years of schooling and
standard of living based on Gross National Income per
capita. The HDI in Brazil has improved 23.4% over the
last 25 years (currently at 0.755, considered a high HDI).
However, due to inequalities in the distribution of
human development in different regions of the country,
the northern states in the Amazon region, including
Pará state, consistently rank near the bottom for the
HDI index, which likely reflects issues of health and
healthcare availability for people living in the area.
Currently, the family health strategy provides basic
health coverage for only about 50% of the population
in Pará. As a result of integrating leprosy diagnosis into
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the family health strategy and reduced numbers of
trained physicians capable of correctly diagnosing
disease symptoms, new case detection relies mainly on
passive detection of cases in most areas of the country,
resulting in the relatively low numbers of new cases
reported into the SINAN database for this region.
Over the last few years, the principal stakeholders,
including the WHO, involved in promulgating strategies
aimed at reducing the global burden of leprosy,
particularly in hot spots or high to hyperendemic
regions, agree that early diagnosis, contact tracing and
treatment of all patients should be part of the overall
strategy. Since 2009, our group has focused attention on
over a dozen cities in the northern state of Pará, Brazil,
which historically has had one of the highest NCDR in
the country (>4.0/10,000), and based on current rates
there will be 40,000 new cases in children diagnosed in
the next decade in this state alone. Our strategy utilizes
active surveillance of schoolchildren and the household
contacts of newly diagnosed cases, averaging 4% in
children and 8% in household contacts. Each team
consists of an experienced leprologist, a physiotherapist
to look for muscle weakness and nerve pain, a nurse, a
phlebotomist to draw a blood sample to assess antiPGL-I antibodies (a known biomarker of Myco. leprae
infection) and laboratory and field personnel to collect
demographic data. In addition, we strongly rely on
assistance from the local community health agents and
health authorities from the basic family health units
who live in the area and can direct us to known or
suspected cases living there. During our week-long visits,
we bleed and examine between 500–1,000 children
and household contacts. During the period 2013–2014,
we visited seven different cities in the state of Pará,
examining 4,617 individuals and diagnosing 387 new
cases of leprosy (8.4%). In the laboratory, we used
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to map hot spots
within cities so follow-up studies can be performed on
families living in the most affected areas. We are also
developing and evaluating new rapid diagnostic lateral
flow tests and using PCR to screen individuals for
Myco. leprae earlobe colonization that we hope will
eventually be able to identify those individuals that
are most at risk of progressing to disease, particularly
in families living in these identified hot zones. In
addition, there are large-scale clinical trials underway
coordinated by national programmes that are
examining the efficacy of the use of post-exposure
prophylaxis (PEP), either single dose rifampicin (SDR)
or other multidrug short-course therapy regimens in
multi-country locations to evaluate the potential of
accelerating the reduction of transmission in high and
hyperendemic areas. There are strong hopes that the
use of these kinds of aggressive strategies and rapid
diagnostic tests will ultimately break the lines of
transmission and successfully remove leprosy as a major
health concern.

www.sfam.org.uk
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Coming soon...

CRIMEAN-CONGO
haemorrhagic fever
Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever (CCHF) is a severe
tick-borne zoonosis with a case fatality rate of up to
30%. CCHF is caused by a negative sense RNA arbovirus
(CCHFV), genus Nairovirus of the family Bunyaviridae. It
has been designated as a priority pathogen for research
and development by the World Health Organization,
with the first reported outbreak occurring in Soviet
military personnel in 1944 in the Crimea. In 1956, the
same virus was isolated in the Congo and the current
distribution pattern of the virus is extensive – from
western China to Southern Europe and most of Africa.
The Hyalomma spp. (in particular H. marginatum) act as
both reservoirs and competent vectors; the crushing of
attached ticks enhances CCHFV transmission and should

be avoided. Due to the high level of Hyalomma spp. tick
carriage on livestock, occupations with animal contact
are high risk for CCHF – slaughterhouse workers,
farmers and livestock handlers. Other well-described
routes of transmission include exposure to the blood,
body fluids or tissue of asymptomatic viraemic animals.
The ritual slaughter of animals during religious festivals
is a high-risk scenario for CCHFV transmission – the first
confirmed case of CCHF in the UK was in a returning
traveller who attended a feast in Afghanistan; a further
two cases of CCHF have been described. Following
hospital admission there is significant potential for
nosocomial transmission – numerous reports have been
described following either direct or aerosolized
exposure to blood or body fluids.

CCHF distribution map modified and reproduced with permission from the World Health Organization.

Geographic distribution of Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever
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Turkey is now at the centre of the Eurasian
epidemic with over 10,000 cases reported since
its emergence in 2002

CCHF outbreaks occur when anthropological events –
travel, mass congregations and agricultural practices
(such as reclaiming of scrubland for grazing livestock)
– coincide with a supportive ecological factor – tick
populations and activity peak in summer months or bird
migration routes on a background of an overall trend
towards a warming climate. The recent case reports
from Spain demonstrate the widening geographical
area affected by CCHF, the likely low-level persistent
circulation of CCHFV within livestock and the role of
migrating birds transporting CCHFV-infected ticks to
Southern Europe from North Africa.
Turkey is now at the centre of the Eurasian epidemic
with over 10,000 cases reported since its emergence in
2002. Significant numbers of cases occur annually in

The case fatality
rate varies from 5%
to 30% by location;
with the lowest
rates consistently
reported in Turkey
Pakistan, Iran, Russia and Kazakhstan, but yet are rarely
reported. Travel between the UK and this region of Asia
is commonplace – particularly around the time of
religious festivals such as Eid al-Fitr or Eid al-Adha.
Seroprevalence studies have suggested that rates of
sub-clinical infection reach up to 12–17% of the
population in hyperendemic regions. The case fatality
rate varies from 5% to 30% by location; with the lowest
rates consistently reported in Turkey. Although Turkey
provides high levels of supportive care, including
access to critical care interventions, case fatality rates
are also influenced by coordinated surveillance
programmes including public engagement, which result
in the diagnosis of a high proportion of mild cases in
Turkey, frequently missed in other countries. There may
also be different genetic host immune response factors
and differing virulence amongst the circulating
CCHFV strains.
The pathogenesis of CCHF is poorly understood, due to
a lack of CCHF animal models until recently, and its
occurrence in remote locations without biosecurity level
4 laboratories. Sepsis pathophysiology occurs in severe
diseases with treatment options for CCHF focused on
supportive measures, including access to blood product
support. Ribavirin has demonstrated antiviral activity
in vitro and in vivo against CCHFV, but its benefit in
clinical disease is controversial. The majority of studies
of ribavirin use in CCHF are retrospective observational
reports, with significant baseline confounding and
potential selective outcome reporting. Systematic
reviews have failed to demonstrate clear benefit, but
following a recent WHO expert guideline development
group meeting, utilizing GRADE methodology and
supported by Cochrane reviews, ribavirin was given a
conditional recommendation for use, with most efficacy
expected in early-stage disease. Although limited by
low-quality evidence, there is however, broad consensus
of its utility in post-exposure prophylaxis for high-risk
CCHFV exposures. Newer therapeutics such as favipiravir
and monoclonal antibody combinations are planned for
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evaluation in clinical trials in endemic settings, as part
of a CCHF R&D roadmap coordinated by the WHO.
In the interim there needs to be concerted effort to
improve infection, prevention and control practices in
both endemic settings and for exported cases. A recent
survey of 23 hospitals in Eurasia that routinely manage
CCHF cases demonstrated ongoing nosocomial risk,
even in CCHF experienced centres. Unpublished data
from hospitals in the North West of England showed
that clinicians performed poorly in eliciting a travel
history in the initial assessment. Hopefully as a direct
result of the West African Ebola epidemic, this has
improved in combination with a familiarity of isolation
procedures and the safe use of PPE. CCHFV has a
much lower risk of person to person or nosocomial
transmission than other viral haemorrhagic fevers such
as Ebola, and in the healthcare setting can mainly be
mitigated by simple measures including: prompt
isolation of suspect cases, universal precautions focused
on sharps safety and PPE to prevent splash of bodily
fluids onto mucous membranes.
Recognizing the emerging threat of CCHF, including the
recent confirmation of autochronous transmission in
Spain, clinicians must consider CCHF in febrile returning
travellers, particularly in those with a history of tick bite
or contact with animal tissue or blood. Although
the initial clinical syndrome is non-specific,
thrombocytopenia and elevated liver enzymes are
almost universal in CCHF. Patients with a travel history
and negative malarial screen require further risk
assessment and discussion with infection specialists,
including with the national fever service as required.
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W H PIERCE PRIZE

Brendan Gilmore 2017

?

Jack Gilbert 2016

2018

Nicola Stanley-Wall 2015

Vasilis Valdramidis 2014

Lori Snyder 2013

Nominations Open

Brian Jones 2011

Mark Webber 2010

This prestigious prize is awarded each year at the Annual Applied Microbiology Conference to a
young microbiologist (under 40!) who has made a substantial contribution to the science of applied
microbiology. It is worth £3000! The award was instituted in 1984 by the directors of Oxoid to
commemorate the life and works of the late W H (Bill) Pierce, former Chief Bacteriologist of Oxo Ltd
and a long-time Member of the Society. Application is through nomination by Full Members of the
Society only. To nominate a candidate please contact the SfAM office, including a full CV of the
nominee and a letter of support. The closing date for applications is 12 May 2018.
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A series on applied microbiology
themes in the capital

Lunch on a plague pit
Bunhill Fields cemetery in the City Road is a quiet haven
on the edge of the City of London mainly attracting
office workers seeking lunchtime tranquillity or possibly
a shortcut to the Artillery Arms pub in Bunhill Row.
Its history as a burial ground goes back to Saxon times
and it was used in 1549 for the disposal of more than
a thousand cartloads of bones from the charnel house
at St Paul’s. As unconsecrated land, it later became
widely used as a cemetery for non-conformists and is
the final resting place of some literary notables such
as William Blake, John Bunyan and Daniel Defoe.
Defoe had a colourful career but is mostly remembered
as the author of Robinson Crusoe, published in 1719
and credited by some as being the first English novel.
In a later work, A Journal of the Plague Year, he also
founded the literary genre sometimes known as ‘faction’
where true events are subject to fictional reconstruction.
Written 50 years after the events it describes, it gives a
London merchant’s vivid account of the plague’s progress
through London in 1665. This was one of the last great
outbreaks of the second plague pandemic, and the worst
in England since the Black Death of the 14th century had
cut a swathe through Europe, killing an estimated
30–40% of the population. It is therefore perhaps fitting
that Defoe’s final resting place was once designated as a
burial pit for plague victims, although it was probably
never used as such and Defoe died in 1731, in hiding
from his creditors and probably from a stroke.

The book is often taken as
an authentic account, but
Defoe was only 5 years old
at the time of the plague.
He did, however, carry out
extensive research on his
subject and probably also
had the recollections of
his elders to draw on.
Among other things, he
records that the parish
of St James, Clerkenwell,
close by the SfAM office of today, was one of the areas
where an early increase in mortality rates heralded the
outbreak. It was apparent that the illness was contagious
but centuries before the germ theory of disease the
authorities were virtually powerless to control it. An
atmosphere of doom and foreboding descended on the
city as an estimated 100,000 of the population died.
The poor, as ever, were most affected; the rich mainly did
what has always served them well in such circumstances
and fled the scene – the King, the Court and Parliament
decamping to Oxford. Their behaviour was in stark
contrast to the inhabitants of the Derbyshire village of
Eyam who, when the plague arrived in a batch of cloth
sent from London, voluntarily isolated themselves to
avoid spreading the infection more widely, incurring
increased mortality rates as a result.
Identification of the plague bacillus had to wait until the
heyday of the ‘microbe hunters’ at the end of the 19th
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Mass burial
uncovered at Crossrail
Liverpool Street site
century and the start of the third plague pandemic
which emerged in Eastern China. In a famous tale of
scientific rivalry, Yersin, a former pupil of Pasteur, arrived
in Hong Kong during an outbreak of bubonic plague
shortly after the arrival of a larger, better-equipped
Japanese team under the leadership of Kitasato, a
former pupil of Koch. Kitasato’s team was favoured by
the Hong Kong authorities and given every facility. They
soon claimed to have isolated what they thought was
the plague bacillus – a Gram-positive organism – from
the finger of a dead sailor. Yersin had only two unskilled
assistants, one of whom promptly absconded with his
money, and received much less local support, having to
work in a straw hut in the grounds of the main hospital.
Initially excluded from access to plague victims, he was
obliged to bribe mortuary guards enabling him to obtain
fluid from a bubo on a victim from which he isolated the
Gram-negative Pasteurella (now Yersinia) pestis and
demonstrated its transmissibility to animals.

Although there is doubt whether Bunhill Fields was ever
actually used as a plague pit, archaeologists have
recently been given unprecedented access to several
other plague sites in London as a result of Crossrail; a
project which has entailed digging 42 km of tunnels
under London. This has revealed a massive burial pit at
Charterhouse Square where victims of the 14th century
Black Death were interred, confirmed by detection of
Y. pestis DNA in tooth pulp from 4 of 12 skeletons tested.
Further east, next to Liverpool Street Station, a mass
grave containing 45 individuals was discovered in the
Bedlam Burial Ground – named after the nearby
Bethlehem Hospital for the mentally ill. The presence of
Y. pestis DNA was again confirmed in 5 of 20 individuals
tested. A few years ago, samples from yet another
plague burial at East Smithfield, near the Tower of
London, enabled the sequencing of the whole genome
of Y. pestis when it was found to differ little from
present-day strains.

In his paper, Yersin noted the large numbers of dead rats
in infected areas and their susceptibility to the infection,
leading him to conclude that they were probably the
major vector of the disease. In bubonic plague, the
organism is injected under the skin through the bite of a
rodent flea. It spreads through the tissues and lymphatic
system, collecting at the lymph nodes where the
haemorrhagic inflammation it causes gives rise to the
characteristic buboes. Other forms of the disease, more
rapidly fatal if left untreated, are caused when the
organism is injected directly into the bloodstream
(septicaemic plague) or inhaled in droplets into the lungs
(pneumonic plague). These forms of transmission can
also occur in a large outbreak initiated as bubonic plague.

Though plague is still with us and 1,000–2,000 cases are
reported to the WHO each year, its effect has been
mitigated over time and effective antibiotic treatment
has been a major factor in this. Ominously though,
antibiotic-resistant strains have been reported giving
further urgency to campaigns highlighting the problem
of antimicrobial resistance. In a recent quiz show a
contestant was asked the name of the person, initials
A.F., associated with the discovery of penicillin – they
answered Aretha Franklin. Clearly we still have some
way to go...

Martin Adams
SfAM President 2011–2014
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MAKING THE
MOST OF NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
It’s been a busy second half of the year here at the
Royal Society of Biology – and activity continues apace
as we move into 2018.
With a jam-packed calendar has come a whole host
of opportunities too, not just for the RSB, but also for
our partners, our individual membership and our
Member Organizations, including the Society for
Applied Microbiology.
Back in July we saw another successful Parliamentary
Links Day take place at Portcullis House in Westminster.
The day brought scientists and Government
policymakers together at a key point just after the
formation of the new Government, for keynote talks
and two panel discussions that were well received by
the densely packed audience of researchers, sector
leaders and those from other organizations, including
SfAM. It was a key moment to listen and to make our
voice heard.
The theme of UK Science and Global Opportunities
presented not only an opportunity for researchers to
pitch their questions and queries directly to senior
leaders, but also for open discussion, and a chance
for communities to share their views and work
together to ensure the best for their members.
Science Minister Jo Johnson and Chair-designate of
UKRI, John Kingman have both continued to highlight
the opportunity to improve capacity for interdisciplinary
research through the new research council structure
and continued commitment to the Haldane Principle.
As structural development continues we will need to
see how this delivery will emerge.
The theme of global opportunities was also evident
at this year’s International Biology Olympiad (IBO),
which took place at the end of July at the University
of Warwick. This year, the IBO saw over 250 students
travel from 67 countries to compete in what is
arguably the biggest competition in the world for
pre-university biologists.
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The competition was an opportunity to showcase the
UK’s strength and achievement in the biological sciences
with the UK team of four winning one gold, one silver
and two bronze medals – a great achievement.
International movement and collaboration of
researchers and investment in projects continue to
be topics of importance as we head towards Brexit.
The beginning of formal negotiations for the exit is
concentrating minds and beginning to bring some
clarity about negotiating positions and offers, but there
are a huge number of issues to be considered, and
many of them will need to draw upon science
knowledge or will impact the science community.
The Ministers at BEIS and DExEU with relevant
responsibilities, Jo Johnson and Robin Walker, co-chair
a high level stakeholder working group on EU exit,
universities, research and innovation to which RSB
contributes and we continue to seek input from
across the biosciences to inform our interactions
with this and other forums. It is only by working
together that we can truly ensure the right
messages are communicated.
Academic communication is also a complex activity
and recent changes to the ways and means by which
it is supported have implications for the research
community. Publishing by learned societies is an
important way in which they achieve their charitable
objectives to communicate and guard their specialisms,
and also derive a surplus to invest in meetings,
grants and outreach.
We recently held a meeting for learned societies to
discuss proposals by some UK universities for a Scholarly

Communications Licence, and I look forward to
engaging as these proposals develop to ensure that
they move in a direction that benefits our membership
and our Membership Organizations. At the time of
writing concerns still exist.
October saw the sixth annual Biology Week, with
more than 100 events taking place across the UK and
indeed the world, with teachers, students, professors,
academics, whole organizations and members of
the public alike coming together to celebrate
the biosciences.
One of the highlights of the week was our
Parliamentary reception; as a Society we aim to provide
a unifying voice for the biosciences to Government,
and this event very much solidified this sentiment in
bringing together politicians, policymakers and our own
members in recognizing the vital importance of the
biosciences to the UK.
Before the year comes to a close we’ll be back at the
Houses of Parliament, for the annual Christmas
reception organized by the Royal Society of Biology on
behalf of the science and engineering community.
Representatives from across a range of STEM disciplines,
including those from SfAM, will come together with
parliamentarians and reflect on how we have
progressed as a community throughout 2017, what we
see as the priorities and challenges for 2018, and build
community and networks to meet them.
2018 looks to be another busy year, and the RSB and
SfAM will continue to work hard to represent the views
and interests of our Members and strengthen the
biosciences community as a whole.

International movement and collaboration
of researchers and investment in projects
continue to be topics of importance as
we head towards Brexit
Dr Mark Downs CSci FRSB
Chief Executive of the
Royal Society of Biology
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Applications of
plant pathology:
from field to clinic
10:00am to 5:30pm | 18 April 2018 | Charles Darwin House | London

REGISTRATION FEES
before 18 March 2018

Sf AM & BSPP
Members £100
ECS/Life Member £80
Non-Member £200
Dr Fran Lopez Ruiz

Dr Saskia van Wees

Curtin University, Australia

Utrecht University, Netherlands

British Soc
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Dr Carrie Brady

Dr Petra Louis

University of West England, UK

University of Aberdeen, UK
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For further details visit
www.sfam.org.uk or contact laura@sfam.org.uk

This meeting will cover rapid responses
to emerging pathogens, detection methods,
plant-microbe interactions, and the plant
microbiome and its importance for
plant and human health.
Key speakers include:

Dr Sandra Denman

Prof. Gail Preston

Dr Leighton Pritchard

Forestry Commission, UK

University of Oxford, UK

The James Hutton Institute, UK

Prof. John Draper

Dr Eric Boa

Dr Adrian Fox

Aberystwyth University, UK

University of Aberdeen, UK

Fera Science, UK
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ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
Passport to Infection
Infections of Travel and Leisure

Highlights

9 – 11 July 2018 | The Grand, Brighton, UK
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ECS WORKSHOP: PUBLIC SPEAKING
11:00

|

9 JULY 2018

JOURNAL of APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY LECTURE
18:00

|

9 JULY 2018

PRE-CONFERENCE ICEBREAKER and QUIZ NIGHT
19:30

|

9 JULY 2018

WELCOME SPEECH and KEYNOTE LECTURE
09:00

|

10 JULY 2018

SfAM NEW LECTURER RESEARCH GRANT LECTURES
14:30

|

11 JULY 2018

W H PIERCE PRIZE LECTURE
16:00

|

11 JULY 2018

CONFERENCE DINNER and DRINKS RECEPTION
19:00

|
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TUESDAY 10 JULY 2018

WEDNESDAY 11 JULY 2018

Fever in the returning traveller

Lessons learned from EuroTravNet

Don’t go into the water! Dangers
of swimming

Exotic foods and unusual infections
Cruise ships and health

Infections from fresh water – lakes
to hot tubs
Holiday romance – is it worth it?
Unusual holiday tales (selected
case reports)
Migration and health – managing
health of mobile populations

Sun, sea and surgery – infection risks of
medical tourism
Veterinary cross-border infection controls

KEY
LECTURES

FEES BEFORE 2 JUNE
(INCLUDES ACCOMMODATION):
Member 		
ECS / Life Member 		
Non-Member 		

£450
£390
£780

INDIVIDUAL DAY RATE BEFORE 2 JUNE

Deadline for abstract
submissions and
Studentship Grant
applications:
10 March 2018

(WITHOUT ACCOMMODATION):
Member 		
ECS / Life Member 		
Non-Member 		

£90
£70
£140

To book and for further details see www.member.sfam.org.uk
or contact laura@sfam.org.uk
www.sfam.org.uk
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The home of medical microbiology
Without any context, the name ‘Infectious Diseases Hub’ might
not sound an appealing prospect, but for those in the know,
Infectious Diseases Hub (ID Hub) is a free-to-access website open
to all researchers, students and anyone else who might have an
interest in the many aspects of medical microbiology.
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‘Infectious diseases’ is a broad
net and we do aim to cover all
aspects of microbiology, virology,
mycology and parasitology
The site is provided by the Future Science Group –
a progressive publisher focused on breakthrough
medical, biotechnological and scientific research.
The company has previously launched other successful
websites in different areas of the life sciences; however,
last year it became clear that infectious disease is a
huge and exciting research area and with the idea of
comprehensively covering this, ID Hub was conceived.

We interviewed Professor Sir Roy Anderson (below)
about his work with the London Centre for Neglected
Tropical Disease research (you can watch the video
interview on ID Hub) as well as featuring pieces on the
DeWorm3 project and an infographic on the World
Health Organization’s NTD Roadmap.

‘Infectious diseases’ is a broad net and we do aim to
cover all aspects of microbiology, virology, mycology
and parasitology – from bench to bedside. When I came
aboard as Editor in November 2016, this was certainly
a slightly daunting prospect! However, what I find
compelling is the idea that the subject matter we focus
on is not only of use to professionals working in the
field. Infectious diseases affect so many individuals
globally and are estimated to be among the leading
causes of mortality worldwide, giving the site a broad
appeal. When commissioning and reading articles for
the site, it’s this wide impact and applicability that has
convinced me ID Hub has something important to say.
The site officially launched in March this year (2017),
and has since gone from strength to strength, offering
interested parties easy access to breaking news,
exclusive features, interviews and peer-reviewed articles
from our associated journals. Registration is completely
free and allows access to a whole range of content –
including multimedia pieces such as infographics and
videos! We’re keen to have content from a wide range
of professionals in the field, both established opinion
leaders and early career researchers, for example, our
fantastic monthly column ‘About AMR’ from postdoc,
Julie Kaiser, which focuses on the hot topic of
antimicrobial resistance.
We’ve tried to cover the vast scope of the site by
looking in-depth at specific topics in a variety of
one-month focuses. This kicked off with tuberculosis
in March and moved to immunization in April;
a month that also saw us attend our first conference,
the European Congress of Clinical Microbiology and
Infectious Diseases (Vienna, Austria), which was a
fantastic experience.
Recently we have carried out a focus on Neglected
Tropical Diseases (NTD), which had a fantastic response.
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Although the focus of
the site is primarily on
microbes of medical or
clinical relevance, the
scope is broad and we’ve
recently featured some
interesting pieces on
microbial evolution,
specifically the impact
of climate change on
pathogens, and gut
health, in an interview
on the importance of
the mycobiome in
health and disease.
Microbiology is such a
diverse and exciting area,
and with the emergence
of new technologies
giving us the ability to
study complex communities
and rapidly sequence
whole genomes, there
has been something of a
‘revolution’. Keeping on
top of such technological
advances and the latest
emerging diseases is
definitely at the heart of
ID Hub, and personally I
feel the digital platform
really allows us to do so.
One aspect of this is our
‘Disease Tracker’, which
not only allows you to
see the impact of a given
disease in different countries, but also highlights some
of the institutions researching the disease in question
– a resource that is unique in the field.
Looking forwards, we hope to be able to identify
and follow future trends via our exciting platform
and as part of this engage the next generation of
microbiologists, epidemiologists and public health
officials; perhaps with an eye in the future to growing
specialized resources and catering more specifically for
audiences such as students. In addition to this, we’re
hoping to build charity partnerships and feature the
work of organizations such as the Schistosomiasis
Control Initiative, who we’re already affiliated with.
I hope that working with charities will ensure we can
highlight disease not only from a research angle but
also a human angle, and I look forward to seeing
how this evolves.
As ID Hub becomes more established, and our back
catalogue of interesting and informative content grows,
I believe the site will increasingly become a valuable,
free resource for people working in, interested in or
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studying in the field. Personally, as Editor, I have already
worked with so many knowledgeable individuals and
learnt copious amounts about infectious disease
research and its challenges, and I can only hope this
continues as we tackle new topics.
In a field that faces a certain amount of uncertainty
with regard to what the next major outbreaks might
be, or how political will might influence public health
and research, it would be challenging to say exactly
what 2018 will hold for ID Hub. However, I can say with
certainty that whatever comes our way, we will be
covering it!
You can find (and sign up to!) Infectious Diseases Hub at

www.id-hub.com

Martha Powell
Editor, Infectious Diseases Hub
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My life in science
I have spent half of my life working in science; I’ll just
pause there for a moment. That’s a long time in one
field, so why have I stayed here? The simple answer is
because I love science; it’s fascinating and there are
always new answers to find. As a lifelong learner,
I enjoy researching and discovering new things, which
might explain why my career has been so diverse and
I now have a string of letters after my name. I couldn’t
stop at completing just one course. I didn’t know that
at the time but opportunities arose along the way
and I am a great believer in making the most of
such opportunities.
Although I am female, my amble through science has
not been the simple straight line shown on scissor
graphs by scientists highlighting inequality of females in
science. My formula has been to embrace opportunities,
work hard and remain dedicated. Sometimes I have
simply been in the right place at the right time.
I am currently the Head of Operations for the Epidemic
diseases Research Group Oxford (ERGO), but how did I

get here? When I applied to university I was interested
in food science. With no such degrees existing, I chose
biological sciences. I spent a year working as a Medical
Laboratory Scientific Officer (MLSO; now Biomedical
Scientist, BMS) in an NHS Microbiology Laboratory in
Oxford as work experience.
In my final year, I chose the biomedical route to become
an MLSO. However, my favourite part of the degree
was my project; this started me on the path that I
subsequently followed. After finishing my degree
I returned to my placement laboratory, finished the
training and became a State Registered MLSO. I began
a part-time Master’s course in medical microbiology
which meant travelling to London one day a week for
two years (early mornings, late nights). It was during
the final research project that I found my vocation.
The months of late nights, enthusiastically running
experiments after a full day at work, was
thoroughly enjoyable.
While completing my MSc project, the next opportunity
arose; to move to full-time research. I applied for a
research assistant post and began research on the
bacterial population and human host susceptibility
genes involved in severe Staphylococcus aureus disease.
I loved the work, excelled and applied for a DPhil (PhD,
University of Oxford). As a researcher in the Department
of Tropical Medicine, I became part of the wider tropical
research community. I travelled abroad to work in
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Vietnam, Bangkok and on the Thai-Burmese border
for six-week stints.
I loved Southeast Asia. I knew if I got the chance I
wanted to work there. This didn’t happen immediately;
however, while working as a postdoc in Oxford, the
chance arose to run a microbiology laboratory in
Southeast Asia. It was a difficult decision for my
husband (not me), a carpenter by trade, but we moved
with a young family out to Vientiane, Laos PDR to
follow my dream. We lived in Vientiane for four years.
In my first year we built a Containment Level 3
laboratory and a molecular laboratory (the first in the
country). I ran the laboratories, logistics and built the
microbiology capacity in Mahosot Hospital. It was
hectic. I adored my co-workers and learned to read,
write and speak Laos. While on maternity leave with
my third child (born in Bangkok) I was on the board of
Directors at the Vientiane International School, leading
a team to recruit a new school director.
Within six months of returning, a further opportunity
arose; I moved my family to Siem Reap, Cambodia, and
ran a small microbiology laboratory at the Angkor
Hospital for Children. A research study diagnosing the
aetiology of disease in children admitted with fever
was underway; the laboratory needed guidance and
training. Although I was busy, I wanted to learn about
management so I began an online, global Master’s in
Business Administration (MBA) in my spare time (!).
I loved the course, finding it exciting and interesting.
I was thinking out of my ‘science box’.
I really loved Siem Reap: the culture, the wonderful
people and the huge variety of work. However, for me
and my family, after two years, it was time to return to
the UK. Partway through my MBA, I applied for jobs in
the UK (that wasn’t stressful at all!). Knowing that I had
been out of the UK scientific field for six years, I

wanted to learn new molecular techniques. The timing
was right. A postdoc position was available in the
Modernising Medical Microbiology laboratory in
Oxford and I became a postdoc sequencing
Streptococcus pneumoniae. My children started
school and we settled back into UK life.
At the end of my MBA I completed a qualitative
research project. The inequalities facing researchers in
the UK interested me, particularly postdoctoral female
scientists. I learned about the Athena SWAN initiative
and mentoring. As a researcher, most of us are on
short-term contracts and after two years I was looking
for a new position; 2014 was a new era – I was suddenly
thrown into Ebola. I became the project manager for
ERGO, in charge of logistics, contracts etc.; I sent nearly
40 medical staff to Sierra Leone to run a clinical trial on
an experimental drug given to patients with Ebola. It
was extremely challenging!
Our clinical trial finished and my job changed. I became
Head of Operations, overseeing the project portfolio;
HR, launching a website and in charge of the group
budget to name but a few things. I still make time to
learn; my current focus is teaching including mentoring
of MSc students. I also run numerous outreach projects
including science fairs in Cheltenham and Oxford, the
New Scientist Live and an activity at the Curiosity
Carnival. I love to hear our visitors’ stories and to inspire
children to become the leading scientists of the future.
What does the future hold for me? Who knows? I am
writing this article while in Cape Town running a
workshop at the Global Evidence Summit; I will
probably visit Africa frequently with the many projects
based here.

Dr Catrin Moore
University of Oxford
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Membership CHANGES
We would like to warmly welcome the following new Members to the Society.
ARGENTINA
D. de Mendoza

U. Bornscheuer
M. Bott
E. Bremer
A. Brune
B. Buehler
T. Clavel
R. Conrad
E. Dittmann
U. Dobrindt
H. Drake
N. Dubilier
E. Genersch
H. Grossart
C. Guzman
B. Hauer
S. Haussler
M. Hecker
D. Jahn
B. Kartal
S. Lackner
W. Liesack
D. Lopez
R. Meckenstock
J. Overmann
D. Pieper
R. Rabus
K. Riedel
M. Rother
D. Schueler
A. Steinbüchel
T. Stoeck
J. Stuelke
R. Takors
G. Unden
F. Widdel
W. Zimmerman
A. Zuccaro

AUSTRALIA
D. Bourne
A. Holmes
K. Howell
P. Hugenholtz
S. Kjelleberg
B. Singh
G. Tyson
C. Vickers
AUSTRIA
H. Daims
M. Horn
T. Urich
BELGIUM
C. Chilaka
P. Cornelis
S. Declerck
M. Hofte
S. Lebeer
J. Raes
I. Smets
J. Vanderleyden
BRAZIL
M. Magnani
CANADA
L. Gieg
S. Hallam
J. Neufeld
CHILE
B. Gonzalez

GREECE
N. Kalogerakis

CHINA
L. Zhao
CZECH REPUBLIC
J. Damborsky
DENMARK
L. Gram
P. Nielsen
P. Nikel
N. Revsbech
A. Schramm
B. Thamdrup
J. van Hylckama Vlieg
ESTONIA
M. Opik

JAPAN
S. Harayama
J. Kato
A. Terada

GERMANY
L. Blank
H. Bode
E. Boles

microbiologist

ISRAEL
E. Bayer
O. Beja
A. Kaplan
D. Lindell
I. Mizrahi
E. Ron
ITALY
G. Bertoni
F. Cardinale
D. Daffonchio
R. Danovaro
D. Ercolini
C. Pruzzo
M. Yakimov

FRANCE
C. Bordi
C. Buchrieser
M. Derrien
P. Forterre
F. Le Roux
R. Marmeisse
J. Nicaud
D. Prangishvili
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G. Mittal
S. Pachauri
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MEXICO
J. Muñoz-Rojas
G. Soberón Chávez
NETHERLANDS
W. de Vos
G. Eggink
G. Kowalchuk
O. Kuipers
H. Op den Camp
R. Siezen
J. Sinninghe Damste
D. Sipkema
E. Smid
H. Smidt
A. Stams
B. Teusink
L. van der Wielen
M. van Loosdrecht
R. Weusthuis
R. Wijffels
NEW ZEALAND
P. Rainey
M. Taylor
NIGERIA
T. Adeleye
M. Adewoyin
O. Akinyera
A. Badmos
F. Ezugworie
M. Iliyasu
C. Jesumirhewe
E. Kwasi
I. Mata
I. Nwaguma
E. Nwokoye
A. Olugbile
E. Oni
I. Orabueze
N. Orakwelu
N. Paul
POLAND
S. Ciesielski
PORTUGAL
M. da Costa
REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND
K. O'Connor
F. O'Gara
K. Zacharski
SPAIN
M. Alcalde
F. Baquero
M. Carballa
E. Casamayor
V. de Lorenzo
E. Diaz
L. Fernández
M. Ferrer
J. Garcia
M. Guerrero
J. Luengo
A. Martínez
R. Massana
A. Moya

J. Navarro
M. Peñalva
D. Romero
J. Sanjuan
J. Sanz
A. Segura
M. Vicente
SWEDEN
S. Bertilsson
S. Langenheder
J. Nielsen
A. Schnürer
SWITZERLAND
H. Bruessow
L. Eberl
S. Panke
J. Pernthaler
U. Sauer
M. van der Heijden
J. van der Meer
J. Vorholt
R. Wohlgemuth
UNITED KINGDOM
P. Adkin
O. Akinsanmi
R. Alatawy
M. Al-Bayati
A. Aldarhami
M. Ali
A. Almoaadi
A. Alsudani
A. Alwazan
A. Baird
I. Banat
N. Bandara
A. Barwinska-Sendra
J. Bean
J. Blair
A. Blanchard
B. Brown
D. Bulgarelli
Y. Cai
F. Cox
M. Cox
A. Crickson
C. Cullen
J. Dazley
F. Desriac
S. Di Blasio
N. Eadie
F. Entwistle
K. Fraser
C. Fricker
G. Gadd
H. Gilbert
S. Guest
L. Hall
J. Hallsworth
I. Head
P. Hill
L. Hillary
E. Hodgson
A. Hubbard
T. Hudaib
A. Jacobs
J. Jimenez
S. Johns
N. Karaky

M. Kiernan
C. Knapp
H. Knights
Z. Knott
M. Koch
C. Lansdown
K. Lau
M. Le Bon
K. Lee
E. MacNeil
G. Manzo
J. Mason
E. Matthews
H. Mohammedamin
S. Mortlock
D. Naumova
A. Navarro Benitez
G. Nicol
T. O'Brien
D. O'Connor
D. Pearce
D. Pointon
B. Price
C. Quince
S. Redhead
D. Rivett
K. Robb
E. Robertson
K. Rodgers
P. Roebuck
M. Salleh
A. Scales
G. Schroeder
L. Seabright
M. Smith
E. Stevenson
D. Stillman
S. Sutterlin
A. Thomas
C. Thomas
A. Thompson
R. Thompson
H. Tipper
V. Todd
R. Tonner
S. Trigg
C. van der Gast
R. Vaughan
S. Wagley
E. Waller
G. Wang
H. Westbury
M. White
A. Wyness
L. Xu
Y. Zhang
UNITED STATES
A. Allen
D. Bartlett
G. Bennett
K. Bidle
M. Breitbart
D. Buckley
M. Coleman
S. Davidson
S. D'Hondt
G. Dick
S. Dyhrman
V. Edgcomb
C. Edusei

J. Fuhrman
S. Gibbons
S. Giovannoni
P. Girgius
K. Hammel
J. Hayes
T. Hazen
H. Hedman
C. Henry
R. Hill
T. Hoehler
D. Hunt
K. Jensen
D. Karl
R. Kelly
K. Konstantinidis
N. Kyrpides
R. Larossa
J. Leadbetter
S. Lindow
F. Loeffler
D. Lovley
L. Lynd
R. Mackie
M. Madigan
M. Marco
A. Martiny
J. Martiny
T. McDermott
M. McInerney
T. McMahon
M. Moran
C. Nelson
D. Nelson
R. Nerenberg
I. Newton
V. Orphan
N. Pace
H. Paerl
M. Parsek
D. Payne
J. Pett-Ridge
R. Prince
L. Raskin
F. Rohwer
Z. Ruan
M. Saito
S. Sariaslani
K. Sauer
C. Schmidt-Dannert
A. Shade
A. Sinskey
M. Sogin
M. Sullivan
A. Teske
L. Thomashow
S. Turner
R. Ukey
D. van der Lelie
L. Wackett
J. Wall
E. Webb
G. Wells
B. Wolfe
K. Wommack
D. Wozniak
J. Xu
K. Zhang
S. Zinder
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Microbiology... it’s our thing.
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Unlocking the secrets of the

How would you define a ‘superorganism’?
In this case, it means that a whole person is a coalition
of a collective of human cells with other, equally
numerous, collectives, gathered in several differently
located ecosystems with shifting populations.
All interacting with the human cellular community.
You’ve written books on Frankenstein,
heart health and the future – why tackle
the microbiome?
Mainly because I was fascinated by the outpouring of
findings about microbial complexity affecting other
multicellular organisms that emerged when the tools
of post-genomic biology spread more widely through
the labs. I wanted to educate myself about what was
being found, and assess its significance and think about
what sense others might make of it, and what the
social impact might be as the biology became clearer.
What surprised you when researching the book?
The main thing is the big picture and how it lay
obscured for so long – almost hidden in plain sight.
We’ve known these microbes were there for hundreds
of years, but the variety, complexity and importance of
microbiomes seems to have passed largely unnoticed.
My copy of Theodore Rosebury’s excellent Life on Man
has been with me since 1976. When I look at it again,
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I find that it is almost all history and anthropology, and
some psychiatry. The actual microbiology occupies a
couple of chapters that barely exceed 20 pages (and
Rosebury owned the subject). We’ve come a long way
since then. Other specific things that make me think
hard are the ideas developed recently, especially by
Professor Margaret McFall-Ngai, about the way our
highly adaptive immune system may have evolved to
allow co-existence with a complex microbiome, and the
way that the composition of breast milk is regulated to
feed the infant microbiome as well as the infant.
You raise a healthy, hefty eyebrow at much of the
(commercial) claims made about the microbiome,
what area do you suspect will deliver results?
My guess is there’ll be fortunes made at some point
from cosmetic applications – anti-acne, anti-dandruff,
perhaps breath freshening and tooth-preservation by
encouraging the right biofilm.
You contemplate the possibility of ‘a legal
prebiotic and a microbe that metabolizes it
into something more pharmacologically
interesting’ – is this a future we’re likely to see
in this lifetime?
That depends on how enterprising bio-hackers and
people planning to stay one step ahead of drug-

www.sfam.org.uk

An interview with

Jon Turney
Jon Turney

Science Writer,
Editor and Reviewer

Stewart Cumiskey
Society for Applied Microbiology

regulators prove to be. If they pick up the idea, I’m sure
they’ll be able to research ways it might work. As we in
the UK have a Government that, rather ludicrously, has
now banned everything psychoactive, perhaps they’ll
have a new incentive to offer substances that are a step
away from that and need microbial finishing!
Recently, the BMJ had a shift in policy re: finishing
a course of antibiotics. Do you agree with this
stance and are we (the public) able to juggle the
subtleties of such decisions?
Sure, eventually. But this does seem a major shift from
what one previously understood (that failing to finish a
course might promote the spread of resistance, though
now I think of it I’m not sure I ever understood why
beyond some vague connection with “whatever does
not kill me makes me stronger” applied to microbes).
So, it’ll take a while and plenty of repeats of the
message for it to filter through and affect habits of
prescribing and compliance.
I, Superorganism feels contemporary, yet a work
in progress as we’re still learning so much.
Is there any research you’ve come across since
publication that’s either changed or progressed
your stance on the microbiome?
I thought it would get out of date quite fast! That’s the
hazard of publishing a book on a hot topic. Thankfully
that hasn’t happened as quickly as I feared. Lots of
results contradict previous studies, so large claims
remain compromised and we see how much we don’t
yet understand. I’m not following the work in so much
detail now, but the paper that seemed most startling to
me came out early last year and showed that microRNAs
from mouse and human gut epithelial cells are normal
components of faeces, and that they enter bacteria –
where they can regulate bacterial gene expression.
That is, co-evolution has allowed us to reach into
microbial cells and alter how they operate when they
are inside us. It’s one example of the important idea
that the microbiome doesn’t just show up, but the
population that gets established is actively shaped by
the host. And, for me, it was a glimpse of a whole new
layer of hitherto unsuspected interaction, unsuspected
partly because microRNAs are a pretty evanescent
species and were themselves only discovered relatively
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recently. I don’t know what impact this work has had on
the field, but it seemed important to me.
You spoke about communicating the microbiome
at the FEMS Microbiology Congress 2017 – what
tips would you give to those starting out or
anticipating a career in science communication?
It’s fun and (sometimes) useful, so go for it. Be prepared
to listen (receive as well as transmit), especially listen to
the people you want to get the benefit. Their questions
will be more important to them than yours. Imagine
how things may look to them, or what mental models
they may be using to understand what’s going on
(consciously or not). My favourite slogan is due to the
cognitive psychologist Jerome Bruner, and holds that
you can explain anything to anyone, at some level,
if you take the trouble to formulate what he calls
“a courteous explanation”. That’s the kind of courtesy
he had in mind.
As both a scientist and a writer, do you have
confidence that our Government and media do
enough to promote science, reason and evidence?
That’s a hard one these days. I’m one of those now
trying to break the lifetime habit of having easy
opinions about such things because the Brexit vote
and Trump’s ascendancy have taught me that, really,
I understand hardly anything. Government is in a
difficult position promoting reason (though will always
tend to claim it is doing so) as so few people credit
what Government representatives say. The media are a
mosaic, with good and frighteningly bad examples on
either side of this question. And social media? We’re all
trying to figure that out. The losses and gains are
complex and still unfolding.
Have you been persuaded by evidence,
circumstantial or otherwise to take a probiotic?
Not yet. And the enthusiasm for fermented foods is
interesting, but leaves me cold – and scientifically
unconvinced. But then I have always felt healthy so far,
so I lack incentive to experiment. I do think prebiotics
are worth thinking about, but that mainly leads to
adherence to the guidelines for a healthy diet that we
all knew well before the current explosion of
microbiome science happened.
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JournalWATCH
Highlights and featured articles from the SfAM journals
Environmental Microbiology
www.env-micro.com
Cooperation in microbial communities
and their biotechnological applications
M. Cavaliere, S. Feng, O. S. Soyer, J. I. Jiménez

This review illustrates the relevance of cooperative
interactions in microbial biotechnological processes,
discusses their mechanistic origins and analyses their
evolutionary resilience.
Microbial communities are
increasingly utilized in
biotechnology. Efficiency and
productivity in many of these
applications depends on the
presence of cooperative
interactions between
members of the community.
Two key processes
underlying these interactions
are the production of public
goods and metabolic
cross-feeding, which can be
understood in the general
framework of ecological and evolutionary (eco-evo)
dynamics. Cooperative behaviours can be damaged by
the emergence of ‘cheating’ cells that benefit from the
cooperative interactions but do not contribute to them.
Despite this, cooperative interactions can be stabilized
by spatial segregation, by the presence of feedbacks
between the evolutionary dynamics and the ecology of
the community, by the role of regulatory systems coupled
to the environmental conditions and by the action of
horizontal gene transfer. Cooperative interactions enrich
microbial communities with a higher degree of robustness
against environmental stress and can facilitate the
evolution of more complex traits. Therefore, the
evolutionary resilience of microbial communities and their
ability to constrain detrimental mutants should be
considered to design robust biotechnological applications.
VOLUME 19 NUMBER 8 AUGUST 2017

www.env-micro.com ISSN 1462-2912

environmental
microbiology

Special Issue on Microbiome and Microbial Community Ecology
Protist transition boundaries in hypersaline waters
Novel taxa dominate jellyfish gastric microbiome

Drinking water treatment and the water microbiome
Diarrhoea and Koch’s Postulates

Genome size declines at warmer latitudes

Comparative genomics of Mortierella
elongata and its bacterial endosymbiont
Mycoavidus cysteinexigens
J. Uehling, A. Gryganskyi, K. Hameed, T. Tschaplinski, P.K. Misztal,
S. Wu, A. Desirò, N. Vande Pol, Z. Du, A. Zienkiewicz,
K. Zienkiewicz, E. Morin, E. Tisserant, R. Splivallo, M. Hainaut,
B. Henrissat, R. Ohm, A. Kuo, J. Yan, A. Lipzen, M. Nolan, K. LaButti,
K. Barry, A.H. Goldstein, J. Labbé, C. Schadt, G. Tuskan, I. Grigoriev,
F. Martin, R. Vilgalys, G. Bonito

Endosymbiosis of bacteria by eukaryotes is a
defining feature of cellular evolution. In addition
to well-known bacterial origins for mitochondria
and chloroplasts, multiple origins of bacterial
endosymbiosis are known within the cells of diverse
animals, plants and fungi.
Early-diverging lineages of terrestrial fungi harbour
endosymbiotic bacteria belonging to the Burkholderiaceae.
The authors sequenced the metagenome of the soilinhabiting fungus Mortierella elongata and assembled
the complete circular chromosome of its endosymbiont,
Mycoavidus cysteinexigens, which they place within a
lineage of endofungal symbionts that are a sister clade to
Burkholderia. The genome of M. elongata strain AG77
features a core set of primary metabolic pathways for the
degradation of simple carbohydrates and lipid biosynthesis,
while the M. cysteinexigens (AG77) genome is reduced in
size and function. Experiments using antibiotics to cure the
endobacterium from the host demonstrate that the fungal
host metabolism is highly modulated by the presence/
absence of M. cysteinexigens. Independent comparative
phylogenomic analyses of fungal and bacterial genomes
are consistent with an ancient origin for M. elongata –
M. cysteinexigens symbiosis, most likely over 350 million
years ago and concomitant with the terrestrialization of
Earth and diversification of land fungi and plants.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1462-2920.
13669/full

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1462-2920.
13767/full
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Environmental
Microbiology Reports
www.env-micro-reports.com
The life sulfuric: microbial ecology of
sulfur cycling in marine sediments
Kenneth Wasmund, Marc Mußmann, Alexander Loy

Extraordinary discoveries have increased our
knowledge of microbial sulfur cycling, mainly in
sulfate-rich surface sediments, yet many questions
remain regarding how sulfur redox processes may
sustain the deep-subsurface biosphere and the
impact of organic sulfur compounds on the marine
sulfur cycle.
Almost the entire seafloor is
covered with sediments that
can be more than 10,000 m
thick and represent a vast
microbial ecosystem that is a
major component of Earth’s
element and energy cycles.
Notably, a significant
proportion of microbial life
in marine sediments can
exploit energy conserved
during transformations of
sulfur compounds among
different redox states.
Sulfur cycling, which is primarily driven by sulfate
reduction, is tightly interwoven with other important
element cycles (carbon, nitrogen, iron, manganese)
and therefore has profound implications for both
cellular-and ecosystem-level processes. Sulfur-transforming
microorganisms have evolved diverse genetic, metabolic,
and in some cases, peculiar phenotypic features to fill an
array of ecological niches in marine sediments. The authors
review recent and selected findings on the microbial guilds
that are involved in the transformation of different sulfur
compounds in marine sediments and emphasize how these
are interlinked and have a major influence on ecology and
biogeochemistry in the seafloor.
VOLUME 9 NUMBER 4 AUGUST 2017

www.env-micro.com ISSN 1758-2229

environmental
microbiology
reports

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1758-2229.
12538/full

On average 618,812 (80.9% ± S.D. 0.44%) reads per
metagenomic library contained open reading frames;
of those, between 7.6% and 12.8% matched known
protein sequences. Genera distinguishing the
A. vulpinus microbiome from the water column included
Pseudoalteromonas (12.8% ± 4.7 of sequences),
Erythrobacter (5.3% ± 0.5) and Idiomarina (4.2% ± 1.2),
and distinguishing gene pathways included cobalt, zinc
and cadmium resistance (2.2% ± 0.1), iron acquisition
(1.2% ± 0.1) and ton/tol transport (1.3% ± 0.08). Taxonomic
community overlap (100 – dissimilarity index) was greater
in the skin microbiome (77.6) relative to the water
column microbiome (70.6) and a reference host-associated
microbiome (algae: 71.5). The authors conclude the
A. vulpinus skin microbiome is influenced by filtering
processes, including biochemical and biophysical
components of the shark skin and result in a
structured microbiome.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1758-2229.
12537/full

Microbial Biotechnology is
10 years old!
Microbial Biotechnology
www.microbialbiotech.com
Should the biofilm mode of life be
taken into consideration for microbial
biocontrol agents?
Caroline Pandin, Dominique Le Coq, Alexis Canette,
Stéphane Aymerich, Romain Briandet

The aim of this review is to summarize the evidence
of biofilm formation by biocontrol agents on crops
and discuss how this surface-associated mode of life
may influence their biology and interactions with
other microorganisms and the host and, finally, their
overall beneficial activity.
Almost one-third of crop
yields are lost every year due
to microbial alterations and
diseases. The main control
strategy to limit these losses
is the use of an array of
chemicals active against
spoilage and unwanted
pathogenic microorganisms.
Their massive use has led to
extensive environmental
pollution, human poisoning
and a variety of diseases.
An emerging alternative to
this chemical approach is the use of microbial biocontrol
agents. Biopesticides have been used with success in several
fields, but a better understanding of their mode of action
is necessary to better control their activity and increase
their use. Very few studies have considered that biofilms
VOLUME 10 NUMBER 4 JULY 2017

www.microbialbiotech.com

ISSN 1751-7907

Thematic Issue on Biofilms: Microbial Works of Art

The skin microbiome of the common
thresher shark (Alopias vulpinus) has low
taxonomic and gene function β-diversity
Michael P. Doane, John Matthew Haggerty, Dovi Kacev,
Bhavya Papudeshi, Elizabeth A. Dinsdale

The health of sharks, like all organisms, is linked
to their microbiome. At the skin interface, sharks
have dermal denticles that protrude above the
mucus, which may affect the types of microbes
that occur here. The authors characterized the
microbiome from the skin of the common thresher
shark (Alopias vulpinus) to investigate the structure
and composition of the skin microbiome.

www.sfam.org.uk
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are the preferred mode of life of microorganisms in
the target agricultural biotopes. Increasing evidence
shows that the spatial organization of microbial
communities on crop surfaces may drive important
bioprotection mechanisms.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1751-7915.
12693/full

The XylS/Pm regulator/promoter
system and its use in fundamental
studies of bacterial gene expression,
recombinant protein production and
metabolic engineering
Agnieszka Gawin, Svein Valla, Trygve Brautaset

In this review, the authors summarize constructions,
characteristics, refinements and applications of
expression tools using the XylS/Pm system.
The XylS/Pm regulator/promoter system, originating from
the Pseudomonas putida TOL plasmid pWW0, is widely
used for regulated low- and high-level recombinant
expression of genes and gene clusters in E. coli and other
bacteria. Induction of this system can be graded by using
different cheap benzoic acid derivatives, which enter
cells by passive diffusion, operate in a dose-dependent
manner and are typically not metabolized by the host
cells. Combinatorial mutagenesis and selection using
the bla gene encoding β-lactamase as a reporter have
demonstrated that the Pm promoter, the DNA sequence
corresponding to the 5′ untranslated end of its cognate
mRNA and the xylS coding region, can be modified and
improved relative to various types of applications. By
combining such mutant genetic elements, altered and
extended expression profiles were achieved. Due to their
unique properties, obtained systems serve as a genetic
toolbox valuable for heterologous protein production and
metabolic engineering, as well as for basic studies aiming
to understand the fundamental parameters affecting
bacterial gene expression. The approaches used to modify
XylS/Pm should also be adaptable for similar improvements
of other microbial expression systems.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1751-7915.
12701/full

Journal of Applied Microbiology
www.journalappliedmicro.com
Fish intestinal microbiome: diversity and
symbiosis unravelled by metagenomics
A.M. Tarnecki, F.A. Burgos, C.L. Ray, C.R. Arias

This review aims to summarize the available
knowledge on fish gastrointestinal communities
obtained from metagenomics, including biases from
sample processing, factors influencing assemblage
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structure, intestinal microbiology of important
aquaculture species and description of the teleostean
core microbiome.
The gut microbiome of
vertebrates plays an integral
role in host health by
stimulating development of
the immune system, aiding
in nutrient acquisition and
outcompeting opportunistic
pathogens. Development of
next-generation sequencing
technologies allows
researchers to survey
complex communities of
microorganisms within the
microbiome at great depth
with minimal costs, resulting in a surge of studies
investigating the bacterial diversity of fishes. Many of
these studies have focused on the microbial structure of
economically significant aquaculture species with the goal
of manipulating the microbes to increase feed efficiency
and decrease disease susceptibility. The unravelling of
intricate host–microbe symbioses and identification of core
microbiome functions is essential to our ability to use the
benefits of a healthy microbiome to our advantage in fish
culture, as well as gain deeper understanding of bacterial
roles in vertebrate health.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jam.13415/full

Environmental E. coli: ecology and public
health implications—a review
J. Jang, H.-G. Hur, M.J. Sadowsky, M.N. Byappanahalli, T. Yan, S. Ishii

This review examines the current knowledge on the
ecology of E. coli strains in various environments
with regard to its role as a faecal indicator bacterium
(FIB) and as a naturalized member of indigenous
microbial communities.
Special emphasis is given to the growth of pathogenic
E. coli in the environment, and population genetics of
environmental members of the genus Escherichia.
The impact of environmental E. coli on water quality and
public health is also discussed. The presence of E. coli in
environmental waters has long been considered as an
indicator of recent faecal pollution. However, numerous
recent studies have reported that some specific strains of
E. coli can survive for long periods of time, and potentially
reproduce, in extraintestinal environments. This indicates
that E. coli can be integrated into indigenous microbial
communities in the environment. This naturalization
phenomenon calls into question the reliability of E. coli as
an FIB. Recently, many studies reported that E. coli
populations in the environment are affected by ambient
environmental conditions affecting their long-term
survival. Large-scale studies of population genetics revealed

www.sfam.org.uk

the diversity and complexity of E. coli strains in various
environments, which are affected by multiple
environmental factors.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jam.13468/full

Letters in Applied Microbiology
www.lettersappliedmicro.com
Bacteriophages as indicators of faecal
pollution and enteric virus removal
B.R. McMinn, N.J. Ashbolt, A. Korajkic

Bacteriophages are an attractive alternative to faecal
indicator bacteria (FIB), particularly as surrogates of
enteric virus fate and transport, due to their closer
morphological and biological properties.
Based on a review of
published data, the authors
summarize densities of
coliphages (F+ and somatic),
Bacteroides spp. and
enterococci bacteriophages
(phages) in individual human
waste, raw wastewater,
ambient fresh and marine
waters, and removal through
wastewater treatment
processes utilizing traditional
treatments. They also
provide comparisons with
FIB and enteric viruses whenever possible. Lastly, they
examine fate and transport characteristics in the aquatic
environment and provide an overview of the
environmental factors affecting their survival. In summary,
concentrations of bacteriophages in various sources were
consistently lower than FIB, but more reflective of
infectious enteric virus levels. Overall, this investigation
indicates that bacteriophages may be adequate viral
surrogates, especially in built systems, such as wastewater
treatment plants.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/lam.12736/full

Fermented cereal beverages: from
probiotic, prebiotic and synbiotic towards
Nanoscience designed healthy drinks
I. Salmerón

The consumption of fermented foods by humankind
goes a long way back in history and there are as
many types of fermented food as civilizations.

Food science and technology has progressed from
designing nutritional foods towards food with health
improvement characteristics such as functional foods. In
this sense, the area of food with properties to improve
gastrointestinal health such as probiotics, prebiotics and
synbiotics has been the most important segment within
functional foods. Most of these products are dairy based so
the development of non-dairy gut improvement products
has been of great interest for the food industry, resulting
in the rise of cereal-based probiotic and synbiotic products.
Finally, through Nanoscience and the application of
Nanotechnology techniques in the food sector, it has been
possible to design fermented beverages with synbiotic
properties, and the incorporation of nanoparticles with
unique and specific bioactivity, which has opened a new
horizon in this segment of food created to improve human
health and well-being.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/lam.12740/full

For full abstracts/articles visit
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com
Journal of Applied Microbiology and
Letters in Applied Microbiology have
recently revised their Aims & Scopes:
Journal of Applied Microbiology publishes
high-quality full-length research and review papers
on novel aspects of applied microbiology in relation
to agriculture and soils, animals and animal health,
biodefence, biotransformation, biodegradation and
bioremediation, biotechnology (except where the
principal thrust of the work is optimization),
environment, food and beverages, medicine and public
health, mycology (except where work is concerned
with macro-fungi), pharmacy, plants and plant health,
probiotics and the intestine and water of all types.
Papers reporting work on all microorganisms, including
viruses, are welcomed, as are those reporting the use
of newer technologies and approaches provided they
demonstrate new findings of significance to the field
as a whole.
Letters in Applied Microbiology publishes highquality short papers in the broad field of applied
microbiology, with particular interest in antimicrobials,
antibiotics, biocides, natural products, probiotics, rapid
diagnosis, bioinformatics, microbial genetics, and
medical, pharmaceutical and veterinary microbiology.
Water, biodegradation and biodeterioration, and
microbe–plant interactions are also regular features.
The Editors welcome your work in these areas.

Claire Fewson
Wiley-Blackwell

www.sfam.org.uk
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Corporate NEWS
The latest news, views and microbiological developments
from our Corporate Members
VETQAS Training Slides - Anthrax
VETQAS is the Animal and Plant Health Agency’s
independent accredited Quality Assurance unit. We are
pleased to announce that we are offering training slides
for your laboratories microscopic analysis. Combining
their use alongside participation in VETQAS proficiency
tests provides evidence of quality control.
Benefits to the customer:
•	Can be used as an internal training or
assessment exercise.
•	Economical tool to monitor overall laboratory
performance.
•	Opportunity to recognise organisms that are
infrequently encountered.
Slides currently available to purchase:
•	
Anthrax Positive - blood film containing
non-viable Bacillus anthracis stained with
McFadyean’s methylene blue and preserved in
permanent mounting medium.
•	
Anthrax Negative (for comparisons) - Gram +ve
bacilli blood film slides:
-

Bacillus cereus
Clostridium novyi
Clostridium perfringens
Clostridium septicum

The slides will be supplied on a first come first serve
basis and cost £65 for the positive or £25 for a negative
slide (ex VAT and delivery).
If you have suggestions for new training slides or would
like to make a purchase please contact:

Rapid detection of Sleeping Sickness and
anti-malarial drugs
Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT) or sleeping
sickness is a life threatening neglected tropical disease
affecting rural populations in sub-Saharan Africa. In
west and Central Africa, the chronic form of sleeping
sickness is caused by Trypanosoma brucei gambiense,
a protozoan parasite. HAT causes severe neurological
disorders often leading to death if not treated. The HAT
Sero K-Set is a fast and highly specific test that is stable
at ambient temperature and can be performed after
minimal training, therefore perfectly suitable in primary
health care centres for routine HAT screening.
Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites
of the genus Plasmodium that are transmitted to
people through the bites of infected mosquitoes. Even
though most malaria cases and deaths occur in subSaharan Africa, Asia and Latin America, to a lesser
extent the Middle East and parts of Europe are also
affected. International travellers from non-endemic
areas are at high risk of malaria as they lack immunity.
Protection against mosquito bites represents the first
line of defence for malaria prevention but it can also
be prevented through the administration of
anti-malarial drugs such as Proguanil and Mefloquine.
During treatment monitoring drug intake is essential
especially regarding issues of emerging resistance.
Drug presence can easily be monitored in urine samples
using either the PG-Strip or MQ-Strip.
Further Information
Visit: www.bioconnections.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1782 516010
Email: welcome@bioconnections.co.uk

Further Information
Visit: www.aphascientific.com
Tel: +44 (0)1932 357641
Email: salesdesk@apha.gsi.gov.uk
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Caister Academic Press
We are an independent specialist publisher of of books
and ebooks in microbiology and molecular biology with
a focus on current research, latest technology, new
applications and emerging trends.
Recently Published and Forthcoming Books
•

Postgraduate Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide
for PhD and Master's Students and their Supervisors

•

Molecular Biology of Kinetoplastid Parasites

•

Illustrated Dictionary of Parasitology in the
Post-Genomic Era

•

Bacillus: Cellular and Molecular Biology
(Third edition)

•

Brain-eating Amoebae: Biology and Pathogenesis
of Naegleria fowleri

Journal
In addition we publish Current Issues in Molecular
Biology (CIMB), a peer-reviewed journal publishing
review articles and minireviews in all areas of molecular
biology and molecular microbiology. Articles are subject
to an Article Processing Charge (APC) and are open
access immediately upon publication. CIMB also
publishes Focus Issues on specific topics. Articles
published in Focus Issues are by invitation only, are not
normally open access and authors do not pay an APC.
CIMB Impact Factor
•
•

Impact Factor for 2015 is 3.083 (assigned in
July 2016)
5 year Impact Factor is 4.474

Order from

Cherwell Delivers Bespoke
Environmental Monitoring Solutions
Cherwell Laboratories has been providing bespoke
solutions for microbiological environmental
monitoring and control for over 30 years. Many of
these innovations have become standard requirements
for the pharmaceutical and medical device industries.
The most obvious of these include the now ubiquitous
irradiated triple wrapped agar contact plate in its many
forms and variations.
Prompted by an increasing concern from regulatory
inspectors and internal quality assurance professionals,
the increased emphasis on risk assessment and
consequent risk reduction in aseptic manufacturing has
required many small changes to accepted best practice.
The latest type of project to make this transition from
single customer enquiry to routine industry demand is
the Cherwell settle plate stand.
The risk from settle plates on the floor are several and
the consequences of stepping on an agar plate include:
•

Personal injury – slips and falls

•

Contamination of wider surfaces with agar residue

•

Loss of essential monitoring data

In addition, there is the concern about the 3
dimensional location of settle plates in relation to the
risk assessment of process contamination.
Cherwell laboratories now routinely supply all stainless
steel stands for one or two settle plates in a range of
heights from 115 to 1000mm.
Further Information
Visit: www.cherwell-labs.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1869 355 500
Email: sales@cherwell-labs.co.uk

www.caister.com/order, bsp2b@aol.com or any good
bookstore or library supplier.
Further Information
Visit: www.caister.com
Tel: +44 8458 603068

Advanced qPCR innovations and
validation for microbial testing by
genetic PCR solutions™
The laboratory branded as genetic PCR solutions™,
belonging to the company Genetic Analysis
Strategies SL., has shown a high expertise on the
design, production, and validation of real-time PCR
kits (qPCR) to detect any microbial pathogen (bacteria,
viruses, parasites, and fungi) and any genetic target, in
only 2-3 weeks. Main value of GPS™ primers and
probes is the specificity (database updated), based on
the knowledge obtained during > 30 years’ experience
on microbial taxonomy based on phylogeny and
evolution. GPS™ as developed the so-called
MONODOSE dtec-qPCR Test to detect more than 250
pathogens, a new format dehydrated and ready-to-use
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tubes which contains all the necessary components for
detection of each specific pathogen: just add sample
and run qPCR. Kit reagents may be transported at room
temperature, show a low risk of enzyme rupture by
freezing/thawing, fluorophore deterioration by UV,
cross-contamination and easy handling. Reproducibility,
repeatability, and limits of detection and quantification
are calculated by following the guidelines of ISO17025.
Each single kit-batch is calibrated for in the range of
106 to 10 copies. GPS™ quality system (ISO9001 and
ISO13485 certified) is its priority.

NCIMB appoints bioinformatics expert

Further Information

Commenting on his appointment Daniel said: “NGS has
an exciting role to play in realising the full potential of
NCIMB’s culture collection, offering both industry and
academic researchers a deep dive into the biology of
the strains through fully-sequenced genomes.

Visit: www.geneticpcr.com
Tel: +34 (0)965 429 901
Email: info@geneticpcr.com

Medical Wire & Equipment
MWE Salmonella Isolation Transwab® (Product code
MW572) is part of a range of swab based devices for the
monitoring of environmental and food contact surfaces
in food manufacturing facilities. Based on the familiar
Transwab® design, the kit is simple and safe to use, and
includes a swab for surface sampling, together with a
transport tube of bright red gel medium. The swab is
used to sample the surface being tested. It is then
placed in the red medium and sent to the laboratory.
Upon incubation at 37OC, if Salmonella is present the
medium will become deep black, initially around the
swab bud, but spreading throughout the remaining
medium. The colour change will normally be visible
within 24 hours.
A trial undertaken at Campden BRI showed that
Salmonella enteritidis and Salmonella typhimurium
isolates from a range foodstuff sources would give a
positive reaction within 24 hours, while there were no
false reactions with Staphylococcus aureus or
Escherichia coli.
Further Information
Visit: www.mwe.co.uk
Tel: +44(0)1225 810361
Email: sales@mwe.co.uk
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NCIMB is delighted to welcome Dr. Daniel Swan in a
new role as Bioinformatics Delivery Manager. Daniel is
responsible the delivery and continued development of
NCIMB’s bioinformatics services and comes directly from
running one of the UK’s largest genomics facilities.
His expertise is the analysis of Next-Generation
Sequencing (NGS) data which is revolutionising our
understanding of microbial communities and
environmental microbiology.

I will also be developing NCIMB’s bacterial and fungal
identification services, extending the existing strain
identification with high-throughput ‘metagenomics’
approaches which will provide even greater resolution
of microbial communities and their functions in
production environments.”
NCIMB manages the UK’s National Collection of
Industrial Food and Marine Bacteria and provides
specialist microbiology, chemical analysis and
biomaterial storage products and services. We support
clients in their quality control procedures, research and
development projects, intellectual property protection
and compliance with environmental regulations.
For more information about NCIMB’s bioinformatics
capabilities contact Daniel Swan e: d.swan@ncimb.com
t: 01224 711100.
Further Information
Visit: www.ncimb.com
Tel: +44 (0)1224 711 100
Email: enquiries@ncimb.com

Bespoke freeze-drying from NCTC
Lyophilisation, also known as freeze-drying, is a
preservation method achieved through dehydration.
NCTC has over 50 years’ experience of freeze-drying
bacterial strains and has collated a large viability data
set which supports the suitability of freeze-drying for
prolonged storage. Specialised equipment and expertise
are required for freeze-drying bacterial strains
successfully; NCTC offers a bespoke freeze-drying service
to scientists who want to preserve their own bacterial
or fungal cultures.

www.sfam.org.uk

Bespoke freeze-drying service can:
•

contain bespoke customer bacterial strains

•

be used for research and development purposes

•

be for category 2 or 3 bacterial strains

•

lead to enhanced reproducibility and reliability

•	decrease the risk of contamination
(instant resuscitation and less pipetting)
In addition, the ampoules are stable at ambient
temperature and no fridges, freezers or ice shipping
is required.
Keep up to date with our services by following us on
Twitter@NCTC_3000
Culture Collections
Public Health England
Porton Down
Salisbury
SP4 0JG
UK

New Thermo Scientific™ Sensititre™ Gram Negative
MIC Plates include colistin, as well as the latest
antimicrobial combinations of ceftazidime/avibactam
and ceftolozane/tazobactam, providing the critical MIC
result that clinicians need to make targeted treatment
decisions, and enabling them to utilize these new
antimicrobials in their formulary.
In addition to standard Sensititre MIC Plates, we also
offer over 240 antimicrobials to create your own custom
plate, designed to your specific formulary and patient
population, as well as flexible instrumentation options,
from manual testing to automation. For more
information on our complete range of Thermo Scientific
AST solutions, visit thermofisher.com/AST.
Further Information
Visit: www.thermofisher.com
Tel: +44 (0)1256 841144
Email: microbiology@thermofisher.com

Further Information
Sales & General Enquiries
Tel:
+44 (0)1980 612512
Fax: +44 (0)1980 611315
Email: culturecollections@phe.gov.uk
Technical Support
Tel:
+44 (0)1980 612684
Fax: +44 (0)1980 611315
Email: culturecollections.technical@phe.gov.uk

Microbank

™

Advanced Bacterial Storage System

Normal working hours
09:00 - 17:00 UK time
Monday to Friday (except Bank Holidays)

Thermo Fisher Scientific
As the use of colistin as a last-resort antibiotic rises, so
too does the importance of ensuring accurate dosing.
Antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) solutions from
Thermo Fisher Scientific provide minimum inhibitory
concentration (MIC) results, which are essential to
understanding antimicrobial resistance, and provide
greater sensitivity for better resistance tracking.
True MIC results are also the preferred measure of
antibacterial effect, which can assist with therapeutic
choices, and promote overall better patient care.
These MIC results are provided via broth microdilution
method, which is EUCAST’s preferred method for
colistin AST, helping you to improve patient outcomes
and reduce the spread of multi-drug resistant infections.

www.sfam.org.uk

Trusted and proven worldwide
for all your bacterial and fungal
storage needs
U.K.

Canada

U.S.A.

Tel: 0151 353 1613
Fax: 0151 353 1614

Tel: (905) 731-0300
Fax: (905) 731-0206

Tel: (512) 832-9145
Fax: 1-800-332-0450

www.pro-lab.com
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BioConnections

Helping solve microbiological problems

Animal and Plant Health
Agency (APHA) is the
world leader for its
expertise in animal and
plant health.

Sleeping sickness
& Malaria

We provide a wide range of
research and consultancy
to the UK Government and
commercial customers. APHA
is a reference laboratory for
a number of animal diseases at
national and international level.
APHA Scientiﬁc is the commercial
department of the APHA.

HAT Sero K-Set
For the rapid detection of
Trypanosoma brucei gambiense
specific antibodies in blood, serum
and plasma

PG-Strip, MQ-Strip

Our products and services include:
• Biological reagents and test kits
for animal diseases
• Proﬁciency testing for
veterinary laboratories (VETQAS)
• Wildlife management and
radar detection
• Laboratory diagnostic testing
• Vaccine development and testing

• Virus discovery
• Pathology and bio-imaging
• Bacterial identiﬁcation and
characterisation
• Veterinary research and
development
• Access to Animal and Plant Health
Agency intellectual property.

+44 (0)1932 357641 | aphascientiﬁc@apha.gsi.gov.uk | aphascientiﬁc.com

Test strips for monitoring the
concentration of certain
anti-malarial drugs in urine
specimens

To find out more
Visit: www.bioconnections.co.uk
Call: 01782 516 010
Email: welcome@bioconnections.co.uk

Medical Microbiology Books

CAISTER ACADEMIC PRESS
Arboviruses

Molecular Biology, Evolution and Control
Edited by: N Vasilakis, DJ Gubler
xii + 398 pages, April 2016
"a thorough and compelling review ... an
outstanding book ... highly recommended"
Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg.; "a must-have book"
Vaccine
Bacterial Evasion of the Host Immune
System
Edited by: P Escoll
vi + 224 pages, August 2017
Expert authors critically review selected
important topics in this exciting field. A
valuable resource.
Available

Available
Soon

Molecular Biology of
Soon
Kinetoplastid Parasites
Edited by: HK Majumder
c. 250 pages, January 2018
Reviews the current research in kinetoplastid
parasites with an emphasis on cellular and
molecular biology.

Also of interest
• Postgraduate Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide

for PhD and Master's Students and their Supervisors
Full details at www.caister.com
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Salmonella Isolation Transwab®
Self contained swab
based detection
of Salmonella on
environmental
and food
contact
surfaces.

14 XX
Jun XX
14
Ju XX
nX
X

14
Ju XX
nX
X

Salmonella
indicated by gel
changing colour
from red to black
within 24 hours.
For further information contact...

Telephone: +441225 810361 E-mail: info@mwe.co.uk
www.mwe.co.uk

STAY ON TOP
WITH LAB M
NCIMB microbiology solutions

High Quality Culture Media Supplier

High quality microbial products

•

Over 10,000 authenticated reference strains available

•
•

gDNA from reference strains supplied

from our internationally recognised culture collection
QC cultures in easy-to-use formats

Specialist microbiology services you can trust

•
•
•
•

BGA

Identify bacteria and fungi to cGMP standards

VRBGA

Quantify and monitor microbial populations
Protect intellectual property with our patent deposit service
Preserve and store your key strains

t. +44 (0) 1224 711100
e. enquiries@ncimb.com
w. www.ncimb.com
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Are you interested
in public health and
clinical microbiology?
CALL FOR APPLICANTS: Technical Advisory Group
on Standards for Microbiology Investigations
The Society for Applied Microbiology is establishing an informal
advisory group of experts, to provide advice on the UK Standards
for Microbiology Investigations (SMIs). The SMIs are a collection
of recommended procedures, which are produced by Public
Health England.
If you have experience of clinical microbiology procedures, we
would love to hear from you!

Contact christopher@sfam.org.uk for further details.

Microbiologist Needed
Small Surrey-based veterinary diagnostics
laboratory seeks a new member of staff
to join our scientific team.

More ways to protect your
most susceptible
Reducing the spread of antimicrobial resistance
starts with tailored antibiotic therapy. The
Thermo Scientific™ Sensititre™ ID/AST System
offers one of the widest, most up-to-date selections
of antimicrobials, delivering the insight needed to
successfully contain infections, expedite appropriate
treatment and support antimicrobial surveillance efforts.
Because when we fight resistance, everyone wins.

Learn more about our selection
of over 240 antimicrobials at
thermofisher.com/AST
© 2017 Thermo Fisher Scientifi c Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the
property of Thermo Fisher Scientifi c and its subsidiaries unless otherwise specifi ed.
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The successful candidate will have a broad knowledge
of microbiological culture and identification techniques,
with a number of years’ practical experience. The major
bulk of the analysis is from veterinary samples, but
environmental and water microbiology is also required.
Other areas of the role include some dissection and
parasitology work, but full training for any new
techniques will be given.
The laboratory is located rurally with no close access to public
transport so a full driving licence and access to a vehicle is
a necessity.
The position comes with a competitive salary dependent on
experience & qualifications, a workplace pension scheme,
and after a trial period, private health care.
Please submit a full CV with covering letter to:
Surrey Diagnostics Ltd, PO Box 156,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 8ZU
or via email to jayne.sdl@btconnect.com
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POLICY Corner
It’s life science, Jim,
but not as we know it
All health research may be life science, but is all life
science health research?
Ask any scientist how they would define life science,
and they’ll most likely reply with something similar to
that given by the World Health Organization:
Life sciences comprise all sciences that deal with
living organisms, including human beings, animals
and plants. It is a broad field that encompasses
biology, biotechnology, genomics, proteomics,
bioinformatics, pharmaceutical and biomedical
research and techniques.
It stands to reason that life science would be the
reserve of all things living – the philosophical debate
on how we define life can wait until another day.
The above definition also fits in nicely with the
‘One Health’ agenda, where environmental, animal
and human health is seen as a multidisciplinary research
endeavour. Nevertheless, in the eyes of the policymaker,
life sciences is often viewed through the rather narrow
lens of human healthcare alone. Indeed, the UK
Government’s Office for Life Sciences is split exclusively
across the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy and the Department of Health. Other areas
of Government, which cover environmental and animal
sciences, cannot boast such direct oversight.
This case of mistaken identity extends beyond
Government, too. For instance, the internet is littered
with reports from the private sector on how successful
and lucrative the life sciences industry is. There’s just
one problem: these documents almost invariably focus
only on healthcare-related R&D and manufacturing.
The impact of other sectors, for example, industrial
biotechnology, is often overlooked.
The healthcare-oriented view of life science was
more recently demonstrated by the long-awaited
Life Sciences Industrial Strategy, spearheaded by
Professor Sir John Bell. Set out as a response to the UK
Government Industrial Strategy green paper, the report
includes recommendations to incentivize research,
support STEM skills, make better use of data and
support the international movement of skilled people.

www.sfam.org.uk

Is this truncated viewpoint really a cause for concern?
After all, the report was well received across the
science community, reflecting the fact that many of its
recommendations would be generally beneficial for
scientists. The danger, however, is that policymakers
only see this one side of the coin, viewing support for
healthcare R&D as sufficient for a thriving life sciences
industry. This in turn could restrict the ability of
scientists (who work in fields beyond human health)
to inform and influence future policy decisions.
How can the life sciences agenda be expanded, so that
policymakers and scientists are on the same page?
There are positive examples to be followed. Earlier
this year, Scotland published its own Life Sciences
Strategy, which emphasizes the importance of research
across areas including human healthcare, animal and
plant sciences, aquaculture, agritech and industrial
biotechnology. To quote the foreword directly:
Life sciences in Scotland is broader than many people
perceive. It includes all life and health sciences; human,
animal and plant.
Recognizing a wider definition of life science is
important to avoid confusion beyond policy circles.
This key point was raised by the Royal Society of Biology
in its response, to which SfAM contributed, to a recent
parliamentary inquiry into Life Sciences and the
Industrial Strategy. It lies with the scientific community
to convince policymakers that the science of life extends
beyond the doctor’s surgery.

Chris Brown
SfAM Policy Officer
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What if you
could detect
Listeria in less
than 60 minutes
without
enrichment?
Now you can with Listeria Right Now™ a new, unique environmental monitoring tool providing rapid
actionable results for pathogen detection.
You can test your environment and immediately take corrective action to fix issues before they become
serious problems.
• Conduct investigations in near real-time after
positives
• Identify the source and flow of environmental
pathogens more easily
• Be more flexible and proactive with your
environmental testing programme

Why not contact us today for more information?

Tel: + 44 (0) 1292 525 625 • Fax: + 44 (0) 1292 525 602
Email: microbiology_uk@neogeneurope.com • Web: foodsafety.neogen.com/uk/

